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45 JANET GAYNOR & FREDRIC MARCH IN "A SI AR IS BORN"--TECHNICOLOR HIT AT THE ORPHEUM SATURDAY 11 P.M., SUN.-MON.
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lii I' II I Will I.( -
' Jul., 29 meei. melading the isowerful 50,0110
. ti.• "ea .1,a ien of et Louis whir will
e minder. and i leac' this yew' hew: the old re
by exchanging . se , . ;mettles hate,. wsM Will there again from
Wanted ma ( Itigelew, he
tliarie his escape. Ise returned the
next day hl attend town
und net a5 lif .IWii palltwar-
ceg. There is rep tenger a price •in
ilt5 head, III. SAN s, ter acciimpanirel
by a delegatien out timers who
positively identified him, Jes.a.
agiginitei called en the Gevernor of
•r I And Wa'• hilt W111.11
t .• 1(1,000 11•Will'Il %vas paid tit Bob
1 fer sheeting the man %%even
serener's inquiat declared to lw
,• James, the case was eftiviiiily
,e1 at; far as the state of 111e:s-
oul" was concerned.
a../n a letter te the management of
the Sneed Theatre, the alleged OW-
laW SI:11,-- • "I have been wanting tit
get bate :menet Fulten for a hung
time. I ,• be abh• te meet some of
my old wends or relatives of the
same. t,, ht,lp fortlicr cstabhsh my
JUdentit I I. • • Bente. Berkheinier
in Inie le..• • eat. Ky.. at that
tere l• bakery trade, and
IF I 8/1(1
saw e eie while rine
nine resteur.. Felten 1 els,
knew le William la Felten len
ter latank and I were hiding atItoti yawn the Liberty. Mo.. bank
was n.hbed. and blamed it on the
James Pmethers. We wrote a letter
to the St. Louis Post Dispatch to
prove that we were in Futter). Ky ,
at the time the Liberty bank was
;lobbed "
Following up the letter receive-I
here from -Jesse James." a News
reporter interviewed B. J Williams
and M P. McDowell and unearthed
some interesting facts. A good many
years ime such a character did re-
sisae around Fulton. first appearing
hue di tying a wagon. Mr. Williams
later received a letter as Jesse James
deavored to establish his iden-
tity. M. P. McDowell has in his pos-
session now old pictures of Jesse
James end Frank James, and their
mother. Mrs. Zereld Samuels. These
pictures are about fifty years old,
and belonged to J. B. McDowell.
father ,1 Mr. McDowell woo !tees
- on Church-st in this city. The elder
McDowell, now deceased. was lean
in Clay county. alo the home coun-
ty of the James boys, near Sciota
Mills, Mo., and was well acquainted
with the family long beasee they
became notorious.
Lwal Scouts Will
Attend Jamboree
. .11,1
1•.‘ heir III
leo . no item,
I nips
adieu, WSISI
Nashville. end four ether good sta-
tions. That famous Red Star Quar-
tette from Cape Girardeau will ap
pi•ar in person.
Bet all this radio 114.1'-
how et the program is telly part id.
the ,Ae,w, for there will also be
vaudeville, iluld prodigies, comed-
ians Iii mbl in g acts, black faces,
music, Xylophone music,
electric steel guitar music, Mexican
guitar music, dancing, a red hot
dance orchestra (rem city. impt.r-
senators, box in g and wrest ling.
Frankly. we never heard of a pro-
gram with se many different things
en the same stage the same day.
Ann. 4111(VITIellt S verifying II
preeram may be heard !nest evi
day ever KaloX, St Dans. KFV.-..
C;•pe Girardeau: %%TEM). Harrisburg:
Jackeon. and WSM N.. It
Po. Take the Earmingten I ugh
voiv at Mayfield and turn off at ,
Celdwater 1,, *--tnic ereends
Gaynorelioech in
“si Shfe is Mien'-
.
Janet Gayner and Fredric March
c.,10e to the Orpheem Theatre for
II special Preview seturday Night
II P.M. and .% . Sunday and
Monday in 0. Selenick's
technicolor pro action. "A Star Is
Born."
This glamorous story of a little
country girl who came to Holly-
wood, faced the odds of 100.000 to
one and scaled the heiehts of star-
dom, marks the first up-to-the min-
ute story to be filmed in technicolor.
Adelphe Menjore May Robson,
Andy Devine and Lionel Stander are
featured in the supporting cast.
which also includes Owes Moose,
Peggy Kennedy. J. C. Nugent. Guinn
Williams and others.
William A. Wellman directed "A
Star Is Born" from a screenplay by
Dorethy Parker. Alan Campbell and
Robert Carson. The original story
was by Wellman and Carson.
'Parents Asked To
Call For Certificates
Boy Scouts from every section of
the country will gather in Wash-
aangton. D. C.. June 30 to July 10 for
-the national Jamboree, when a spec-
/ ial program is planned, including
a tour of Washington, the Capitol
Building, and other scenic and his-
toric points.
Four Fulton boys are in camp at
Paducah this week, taking prelimin- •
ary training it. preparation for the -
trip to W shington They will leave:
klpre Jay These Scouts are: Jack
Sno son of Mrs. Ramsey Snow;
Mack Scates son of Mr. and Mrs.;
a.- Scates: Hugh Ma, k McClellae
tsbn of Mr and Mrs. Ward McClel-
lan: Harold Mi Ilins. son of Mr. and i
Mrs. sl G. Mullin&
(OUNCILMAN PEEPLES ASKS SUPPORT OF
PEOPLE IN RACE FOR MAYOR
%lc ssorker. is a candidate for the
to the action of the Democratic pri-
mary. August 7. 1937 Mr Peeples
is at present a member of the city
council, and is a conscientious work-
er for the general welfare and im-
provement of the city While ser-
dging on the Council he has been pro-
gressive and deeply interested in
the development of the community.
and his labors in behalf of the city
stand as a record that qualify him
for the office. Ho makes the follow-
ing personal statement to the peo-
ple of this community:
Vo THE VOTERS OF FULTON:-
In appealing to you for your sup-
port and vote for Mayor of the City
of Fulton in the coming election I
would like to first call your atten-
tion to a few facts concerning my
record for the two years I hese been
-ton the City Council I have voted on
all subjects as I thought best, and
as I would have done had it been
my own affairs, at no time allowing
any influence or political powers to
enter into my decisions
f made the plea for you before the
'Utility Commission at Frankfort for
telephone rates to remain unchan-
ged, after the present system was in-
stalled. and after an order had al-
Parents of the following children
are asked to call at the office of
the County Nurse, at the City Hall in
Fulton. for birth certificates:
Ronald L. Puttman, Bobbie J. Hicks.
Margaret J. 'Daws. Mattie Lee and
John Lee, H. L. Gorman, Peggy J.
Carver, Oda Mae Williams, Charles
D Milner. Glynn E. Pickering, Billy
T Childers, Billie T Elders, Claud N.
Curtsinger, Thelma C. Counce.
Fall From liox Car
Breaks Man's Ankle
Wide icing cars for the Fulton Ice
Company at the new yards last Fri-
day Carmen Woodruff of Riceville,
fell frome a box car on which he
wwas working, and sustained a bro-
ken ankle. He was taken to the Bus-
hart hospital where he remained for
treatment.
• .1 C keelleig of this
.1 ..erielis injuries in an
Ii II' II t,lttit 01SF I Ii1111111/111t.
SlInflaY rti .1111.1 ,11 Shy WaS
I I t If till V N11'11111111 Ii Mr and
Mrs C. It Lee whe ited the Keel
ling family here Satiliday and SIIIJ
days She was taken to the Cursler
liespittil at Humboldt.
The accident occurred as the Lee
ear attempted to pass another car,
and Mr. Lee lost control of the ma-
chine which ran off an embankment
into a ditch.
Miss Katheime who Ii
stained trace brelem sibs on the lett
side end sesere bruises iihout tt•e
body, was removed from tile Out
sler Clinic in Humboldt Tune day
evening and was brought ti Felten
in an ambulance by Paul Hornbeak.
She is now of the hoine of her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. I. •:. Krealing on
S'ourtli street. and is do_iniLnicely.
B11.10lIDGE GIVES
FMPLOI'ES PARTY
An enjoyable morrig arid fish fry
given at Turner Lake fer em-
l'y'e. of Baldridge's Thursday
(c'i 1111,01 .11.1%:, Mn' ,ancl.Mi ftri!..,(; 11 2;till:!,.4
i 1.1 11.1 1 ,1,11,0).\11,:"
51. I.. Pet.
3.1 III .773
25 I 7 .595
24 20 545
21 III 523
22 21 .512
19 21 475
15 26 .366
it 34 .19(1
FULTON WINS TWO
Fulton Eagles took a double head-
er here Wednesday afternoon from
Ihipkinsville, winning the first 8-1,
end the eecond 4-2 The Eagles got
fatecn hits off Haas, while Pierson
allewed only five safeties against
Fulton in the first game. Yent and
Werming gave up seven hits and
Ilallett for Hopkinsville allowed
nine
- -
FITTON 8, HOPToWN
The Fulton Eagles got off to an
early lead in the second inning to
win to 4 over Hopkinsville Tues
iateimon
----
(- A1.1.1E1) IN FIFTEENTH
In a pitchers battle here Monday
afterimen. which lasted for fifteen
Oh Knickrneyer on the
feee rei for !for& insv d Iv arid Long
;,r.d Wi,rir wig doing ho• hurling for
• 1 ' , e.es1
-flu:
• ',WI!
UM-
;. (I,.,.; iri
etipoti ...Nub 1 (TM\ e.. t•t.t (lose-
motet is WEE 110t•RS lea ;ee l se„,/„., v ied. arid
I, • I '' .t,/ d,oliblt•fi and
_ _ 
toes • lettere(' the homes of coaas .„aatei ifer),.....1 made
The Fulton County News is auth- my former adieu,. of this , reed 11,ellra in Norman street and hotts runs in the fourth ie. Gran•
°sized to announce that Judge Elvis office, and their to 'ilssass and slas- .Geerge Doyle on Third street s,s,n gard, Just and Maguire singled, and
J Statir. is a candidate for the of- y certain other eetees of present kilter midnight Tuesday night. En- in the eighth as Haas tripled. Gran-
tee. of County Judge, subject to the day ceunty affairs, that you may trance was gained at the Homra gard singled.
action of the Democratic primary, know the whole truth regarding home through the front door which Score by innings..
August 7. 1937. them and my ideas relating to them wwas unlocked, stealing a pair of Hoene 000 100 010 000 000--2
Judge Stahr is widely known and judge for yourself my ability Foad Ilomra's pants, containing some Fulton 100 000 010 000 000-2
throughout this section, and num- arid purpose to intelligently and ef- cash, checks and key ring. • Knickmeyed and Just, Long. Wen..
Trousers were taken at the DoYiea fling and Clonts.
home also. containing $8 cash, a .
pocketbook and key ring. The purse (Continued on Page 7)
was later recovered minus the
money. Idenity of the prowlers has
not been discovered
tiers his friends by his acquaintan-
ces. He has served as county atter-
rey during the past term, and has
held the office of County Judge pre-
vieusly. establishing a record of ser-
vice Ullti efficiency. He is a staunch
Democrat, having been active in
party work for years, in whose be-
half he has labored long and faith-
fully. Being a man well versed in
law, and backed by years of ex-
perience. he is yell qualified for the
office which he seeks He will en-
deavor to see all the voters between
now and election day. but takes this
method of asking your support and
influence.
TO THE VOTERS OF FULTON
COUNTY
For several months citizens from
all sections of the county have been
urging me to make the race for
County Judge of Fulton and I have
decided to do so
In announcing my candidacy for
this important office. I should first
like to call to your attention the ac-
complishments in all its phases of
RETURN TO HOME IN ASHLAND
Mrs. 0. S Clark of Ashland, Ken-
tucky left Tuesday morning for her
home after spending several weeks
with friends in Fulton. She was
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Foy, who will visit points of the
east, and Miss Jennie V. Hoaz, who
returned to her home in Rochester,
N. Y. after spending two months as
the house guest of Mr. and Mrs. Foy.
Mr. Harold Stout of Centralia. III. GUESTS OF RIDDLES
and Mr. T. E Norris enjoyed fishing I Mr and Mrs F II Riddle had as
at Reelfoot Tuesday morning. 1 their house guests last week-end
-
Kentucky. Mr and Mrs 0 B Sal-
mon and son, Shirley Gene. of
Owensboro. Kentucky Saturday
ficiently serve you if elected.
The County Judge is Judge of the
Juvenile Court. Judge of the Civil
and Criminal Dockets of the Quar-
terly Court, Judgsagif the County
Court. as well as Judge and pre-
siding memaer of the Fiscal Court.
During my administration I est-
ablished and maintained a Juvenile
Court with preibetion 1,111cers, devot-
ing my time and attention to this
work which is so important not only
because the County Judge has ex-
clusive jurisdiction ever juveniles
but because their welfare is bound
up in the general welfare both pre-
sent and future of any community.
As Judge of the Civil and Criminal
Dockets of the Quarterly Court I
tried over two thousand cases. My
knowledge of the law which w•as
conscientionsly applied enabled me
to deal out justice as far as was
humanly possible. Many eases were
brought before me during that time
instead of waiting for Circuit Court
which was not only convenient but
(Continued on Page 7)
JOHNNY COOK TAKES
TELEPRINTER COURSE.
11
I ,
BLACK DEVILS
BEAT HARRISBURG
The hard hitting Kee Black Dev-
charge of the Western union office game winning streak of the Harris-
Johnny Cook. who has been in ils of Fulton endel taelve
---
here for several years. is attending . burg Cardinals of Harrisburg, Ill., ty
a teleprinter school sponsored by defeating them 9 to 3 at the Kitty
his company at New York City. He . League park Sunday Russel Patton,
will be going about three months, 15 year old Devil pitcher, held the
and upon returning will operate the, visitors to nine hits in eight and
new teleprinter to be installed at two-thirds innings. allowing only
the local Western Union office. re- . 3 runs Denwittie and Carson, Dtv.
'placing the old Morse code system. players who have made impressive
' The teleprinter system of sending . reeordS agains all opposing pitchers
messages is an improvement over this year. garnered 3 hits pace dem-
!the old system. and consists prin. ing the game. "Cs
icipally of a sending machine built The next home appearance ol the
;and operated like a typewriter. A Devils will be on July 5. when
'message written on this tYpessmiter they meet the strong Union Coy
team on the local diamond. On
that date Devil Day will be obser-
ved by the colored citizens of the
i is relayed by an electric hook-up to
I its destination, being automatically
typed by the typewriter This sys-
tem will be innovated at Fulton. town at the park. An enjoyable day
is being planned, according to re-
• MRS JESSIE BRANSFORD ports issued by the manager of the
i ball club.- 
.et.e.•i Mrs. Jessie Bransford. died Fri-
day. June 18. at the home of her Fulton Takes Second Placedaughter. Mrs. Annie Creek. in Di-
• nuba. Calif., where funeral services The first match of a four-city golfand interment took place Sunday. tournament was held at Mayfield
. Mrs. Bransford was formerly a Sunday. with Fulton coming out
• resident of Fulton, being the wife of Second when final scores were tal-e H. Bransford contractor and brick lied. Mayfield won with 92 points,
. maker here for many years. She Fulton 58, Paducah 45, Cairo 43. Thewas the daughter of S G. Patterson. annual cup will be awarded the teamla pioneer settler in this community. scoring the most points in the four
.The deceased is survived by two matches. Individual scores for Ful-daughters. Mrs Clarence Bennett of ton players wwere:
:Paducah. Mrs. Annie Creek of Di- Ward McClellan ate J. T. Howardnuba. Calif : two sons. Clarence 84. Billy Carr 86, Frank Carr 86,Bransford of Los Angeles. Calif., and Leslie Weak!: F.7. Harold Owen 87.
,Grelson of Phoenix. Ariz : a sister. Dave at 00SS, Ernest Fall 89.
. Mrs Ella Anderson of Fulton Mrs• • - • • - Morris Miles 90. Leland Bugg 91,eithli a fish fry at Reelfoot Lake. , . , -
evening they were complimented -,,,, ,i - spacious home o Mrsf  Fowl- Brown Moss, Mrs. Mayme Myrick , Bud Davie 96 Buck Bushart 96 Gidgiven by Mr. and Mrs. Riddle he'. Was beautifully decorated with and Mrs. Ida Taylor are nieces. and ' " . ' 
- ', Willingham 97. C W. Bridges 98.ready been issued for an increase. vases and bouquets of sweet Peas° Percy McDowell a nephew. 1
orized to announce that R. C. Peep- • . '
The Fulton County News is auth- •
But. as you know the rate remains LOTTIE MOON CIRCLE roses, and other flowers and a color
scheme of pink and white was ao .e.- Verchants Play Dyersburgthe same as with the old system. Miss Violet Barnes and Mrs. Mal- , se.:_,_, , .„, . ot KEDOM PEOPLE INles. well-known business man and - r I IN (.* carried out. AUTO CRASH SUNDAYThis has been a great saving to tele-I cohn Smith were hostesses to the 
ice of Mayor of Fulton. subject .) - -z 1. . u... s l u on. for bridge and the tallies carried out : Raymond Colthrop and Tremen:
-
club, will play Dyersburg next Sun-
of the games high score for the ev- 'munity. were in an autornabile ac-
the bridal motif. At the conclusion
14 to 5 in a game last
Rickman. both of the Dukedom corn- dnauSt'GThladeehome club defeated Chest-
ening was held by Mrs Harold MU7- '
on the Fulton
-Murray highway at; stars of the game as they hit heavily,
, cident Sunday. as their cars crashed . Sunday. Peeples and Harman weresalt who received bath powder as
a sideroad intersection Both ma- while Rawls pitched a good game
prize. Miss Ruth Graham held sec-
chines were badly damaged but oc- for the Fulton club. Chestnut Glade
ond high score and the prize was an
cupants escaped without serious, gathered nine hits, while Fulton con-
attractive pearl boutonnaire.
. • ' • • . sfteen.After the bridge games the hostess InJUTV.
served a beautiful party plate. car- -. ___... _____ _
and white brick cream and cake
rying out the color scheme with pink ap C. t HENRY ENTERS RACE FORLate in the evening Misses Kin.:
and Exum toted a beautifulls dee-
orated market basket loaded - with
!gifts into the room and placed it be-
fore the honoree whose chair bore
a huge pink bow She was the rec-
ipient of many very lovely and use-
ful gifts
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Park of Utica.
Lottie Moon Circle of the First Bap-
I am also partially responsible for ,tist church Monday night. June 21.
securing the factory which is now at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. E
under construction, and if elected Flippo on Walnut street. Fifteen
Mayor of your city. will continue to regular members were present with
work for more factories. It takes theee three visitors, Misses Inez Earp
payrolls to make any city. This is Idelle Batts. and Nell Marie Mooney-
not only ms- home, but yours also. ham.
want to see Fulton grow and will The meeting WWaS opened with
use my influence in every respect prayer by Miss Mary Moss Hales.
to help it grow, favor the present A very short business session was
plans of the Mayor and City Coun- presided over by the chairman. Miss
cil for the installation of Diesel en- Ann Lee Cochran. The minutes of
ginee for municipal power, and if the previous meeting were read
elected will continue the uncomplet- by the secretary, Miss Mignon
ad pate of the plans. This will be a
saving to the city and will be a step
toward T. V. A. power, which I will
also work toward securing just as
s 'on as it is available for Fulton.
This should be within a very short
time.
The completion of Third Street
laxtenstam will also be in my plans
for I have worked to get this street
open all along, as this will relieve
traffic congestion on other streets.
I earnestly solicit your vote and
influence and promise you, if elect-
ed. to conduct the business of the
city as I think you would want me
;0. at all times using my best judg-
ment and conducting it as I would
my own business
Wright. She also called the roll
and maCe a report of personal serv-
ices
For the devotional Miss Cochran
read a portion of the seventh chap-
ter of Matthew followed by sen-
tence prayer for the unseved which
was the personal service work for
the month of June. The last two
chapters of the mission book, -From
Over the Border." were given by the
mission study leader, Mrs Malcolm
Smith. The meeting was clesed by
Mrs Clyyde Fields
During the social hour the hostes-
ses served delicious sate-NIL-hes and
Coca-Colas
This circle's next meeting will be
Monday night.July
hone ser et' F It
arINIMINAIMIllbetarrloarall~"*.•
RECENT BRIDE HONORED
AT LOVELY BRIDGE SHOWER
One of the loveliest affairs of the
summer season was a miscellan-
eous shower Thursday night at the
home of Mrs. R. A. Fowlkes on Cen-
tral Avenue. complimenting Mrs
Hilliard Bugg, who was Miss Mild-
red Gibbs before her marriage.
Hostesses were Mrs L. T. Bugg
who wore a gown of rose lace, Miss
Margaret King in a gown of pink
lace. Miss Helen Exum dressed in
a model of blue starched chiffon.
and Mrs. Fowlkes who wore printed
chiffon, and each hostess wore a
stmulder corsage. The honoree was
hively in a gown of yellow chiffon
sheulder corsage of colorful
aimmer flowers.
Five card tables were arranged
GYPSY TEA FRIDAY NIGHT
rimommi•••••.
MISR Melte Batts %k as hostess to a
gypsy tea Friday night at her coun-
try home east of town
Those present %severe Misses Mary
Ellen Brown of Mayfield. KY_ Rose-
mary Roberts Bardwell kv and
! Nola Mae Weaver, Messrs. 'Robert
Batts. Jim D Stephenson. Charles
Sanofsky. and Julian Henderson.
rrorrorrorr. rorkel, 
Fulton Merchants, a local baseball
SHERIFF OF FULTON COUNTY
In this issue. of The Fulton County
News we are authorized to announce
the candidacy of 0. C. Henry for the
office of Sheriff of Fultnn County,
subject to the action of the Demo-
cratic primare, August 7. 1937
We are glad to announce him for
this office, and feel that there is no
man in the county better known per-
sonally than Mr. Henry.
He has always been loyal to his
party intereets, as well as having
been public-spirited in 'all move-
r ,Ci,l the heiterment of the
public whom he has served.
Between now and election day.
Mr Henry will make an active cam-
paten, hoping to see each and every
voter and present his claim for the
office.
, Mr. Henry makes only one promise
and that is, if he is elected to the
important office of sheriff he will
serve the people as fairly and ef-
ficiently as is possible for him to
do so
"4010111PAInve-A- . •
MP! THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, rULTON, KENTUCKY
ROWE ONE
Sunday school at Walnut Grove
Was very interesting last Sunday.
Conte again next Sunday Bring
Polite one with you and remember
next Siinday is 'Chil1t Sel V -
ices"
'Die Cake Walk given by the 411
Club at Bowers school house last
Friday night was a great success.
A large crowd was present. A nice
sum was cleared for the club
The annual Community. picnic will
ot the Bower's school house this
Lear instead ef Mrs. Sissia•
Ever, notfv invited to enjoy the
day with the club The 41! Clui, n.
have an all day program
'Neves entered the hvoodor house
'1,11r Irvin Chaim., last Saterday
night anti made away with severalfryers
Mr Unruly Allen is much improved
at home in Forest Dale.
H. P. Allen had the misfortune to
stick a rusty nail in his foot last
week.
Sunday afternoon visitors in "The
Spright" home were. Mesdanies
Grace Roach, and Lee Smith, Miss
Ruth Crockett and Gene Smith, and
Dudley Smith
Monroe Luther is recuperating af•
ter n tonsil operation He is at the
home of his mother, Mrs J
Sunday visitors in the home of Mr
and Mrs Ed Cook were. Mr Cook's
parents. Mr and Mrs Cook of Lynn.
. Mr. and Mrs Dumus
Cook. Mr and Mrs Burn Roy of
Tri City. Mr and Mrs Jack Speight ,
and small son, Donny Mae. and Mrs
Cook's father, Mr. Wilson
Miss Margaret Jones of jackaon.
One of the many groups who,m le Jones the week -end.
Tenn , visited her mother, Mrs Ma- dra
Miss Cuba Edwards spent the BaCklIShIll'g' July 3.
week-end with Mr. and Mrs Will
Netherland.
Mr and Mrs. Dave Crockett. Mrs
Grace Roach, and children and Miss
Ruth Crockett were Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs Jim Crockett
Mr. and Mrs Roger Lee Speight
and children were Sunday aisitors
of Mrs. Speight's parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Peeples
Mrs Rufus had as her house guestlast week Mrs Emma Cloys anddaughter. Miss Pauline, of Water
Valley. Ky.
Miss Lydia Payne is spending sev-
eral days wwith Mrs. Royce Speight
of Alton. M.
Paul Lannon spent the week end
with his mother. Mrs Susie Lannon.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Johnson. Jr
of Mayfield were Sunday guests ofMr and Mrs Torn Jolley.
Mrs W E. Speight and daughter
visited Misses Rnse and Etta Smith
recently.
Mr. and Mrs J McKinley visi.•Mr and Mrs Jftii Crockett recen•
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Dunn
mall daughter are visiting M•Dunn's mother, Mrs EdwardsMartin.
Jack Crockett spent Sunday inJJackson. Tenn.
Mrs Louise Mathews called onMrs. Tcie Crocket Monday.
U. iffiNst/ ,k• 1111 t: 1111$ 1// 1 N. 1.101/011 I.1 ir iii).vmd 1.1 ihn ,:vn , ji.L). 3
ROUTE THREE
Mr. and Mrs. Cleatus Kitts andMrs Addle Kitts of New Mexicoare visiting relatives here.
Mr and Mrs. Jim Wright andfamily visited Mrs. Wright's moth-
er. Mrs. Elliott. Sunday.
Mr. Silas Cannon is visiting hisrm-ther. Mrs Maude Cannon thisweek Mr Cannon is from theC C C C:irrns at Lexington. Ky.Clarintte Wrie'-.t is on the sicklist at nnis writing
Mr and Mrs. M T. Cannon. Mr.
and Mrs. Ed -A-H Carron and far--ily rtnri Mr Cr'
and family ‘-ric••• the day Sur,l,evin Cohir)h1;.:
Mr-- T. 
- ' • •.• A-line - •
Fulto• -; • • . --•.
Mr . '•• • • C'• •-• andfar' n-ere c Sunday.Miss Jean Car- -. has 1,een spend-ing a few days with Miss Peggyrann.
Mr, Martha Car-
Mrs. Everette Wi!:i. 7 - • 7 Mr
and Mrs. Alvie Yates Si:nday.Mr and Mrs. Jack Homer vi-:--ted Mrs Homer's parents. Mr. al.Mrs Jne Croft Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Jones and Mr.
and Mrs Herbert Cannon and sonW Boon, visited Mrs. MaudeC7--non and family Sunday
Mr and Mrs. Jack Homer hap-
retied to an accident Saturday whentheir nnrse became frighteneci at a
car 'De buggy was damaged badlybut nn one was hurt
Mrs Sammie Easley visited Mrs.Martha Cannon Tuesday night andWednesday.
Mr. William Yates. Mr and MrsCleatus Kitts and Mrs Addie Kitts
snent Sunday in Crutchfield withMrs Tda Yates and family
SPEND SUNDAY AT REELFOOT
Those who spent Sunday at Reel-foot Lake were: Louise MeAnally.Judith Hill. Blanche Harris of UnionCity, Bill Cheniae. Garland Merv
-man. Con Camp of 1.7 C. Fred Horn-
ra. J. P. Cavender. R V. Putnam.Billie Whitnel. Herman Freeman.Paris Campbell of Princeton. GlynnPi:— and Geotnn, Alley.
WEDDINGS
will appear in
••••••••••••••••••••••...
CAYCE NEWS
M. Minn hi' Uiuiiuit,it din V• 110
III SC11001 In Ninniiy • Ky . spent the
end with home folks
Mrs 1'14111 FIMIWI* and Mrs Ida
Sloan left Saturday for Muskegeon
Mich . for a visit with Mi intI Mt..
, Fay, aid Sloan and Mt and Mrs
John Sloan
fdr Mrs Damon \'ick and
child! si toilSunday w Oh Mr andNtn. Cliff Wade
Mt Ittib‘c Sloan and 1111,11,iti
and air and Mt. ('Iii-. Itepoi 'it
tentiod the hiii1,,lav 111111111 S,Illii;1\
h ''I •!, .•111.1' ''t W
1'111111
:ell • (ii Step111.11•41011 left !•;iiiiday fu,r rat a tiltiii
Montgomery. Ala
Iliirriette C'arter tiC ra;:.),
III riding her aunts. Mrs. Chasliolirt and Mrs 1Maynie Seearce.
Junitir Victors' is visiting his
aunt. Mrs Joe Allen
Mr and Mrs Roy Parrish are theproud parents of a baby boy NenSunday, June 20th.
Miss Clarice liondurant spent last
week in 111w:field, Ky • visiti.ig Mr
and Mrs R F McClain.
Mr and Mt s Kenneth Oliver, Mi a.C I, Bondurant and Clarke weldSunday with Mr. and airs. Let iiBurnette
Miss Elizabeth Wilkins and How-
ard Pursell have returned from Jack-
son, Tenn., where they atten led
League Conference.
SPEND WEEK IN OWENSBORO
Mrs. Jerry Shepherd left Tuesdayfor Owensboro, Kentucky where sheis spending a week with parents andperson lit relatives. While there she will atthe wedding of her brother.
of white chiffon with white act,
sories and a shoulder corsage of g.denias. She was attended byWILLIAMSON -MABRY sister, Miss Elizabeth Williamson
' Friday aafternoon. Junv 18, at five maid of honor. who wore an aft.
o'clock Miss !stable Williams. daugh- noon frock of blue crepe with h.,•
ter of Mr and Mrs. 'I' E Wilhamsnn monizing accessories and a curs.
of Fulton. became the bride of Don. of pink roses
:dad Maxwell Mabry. Soil of Mr and The groom was attended by J. l'
Mrs. Alvin Mabry of Cacye, Ky. Powell as best man. Little MrThe ceremony was performed at Thomas Edgar McClellan, as ro
at the Mane of the bride's grand- bearer. and Misses Patricia William,parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Browder son and Joan McClellan, in blue al
on the Hliickman highway, with the pink organdy.
Rev. M G. McCastlin officiating in Mrs. Mabry is a graduate of F.the presence of only the immediate ton Hugh School, class of 1934 frfamilies and intimate friends I later attended Murray State T
Before the ceremony nuptial mu- ers Col!ege in Murray. Ky
sic was rendered by Miss Katherine she
 was a Pnpular meml,Willianiatm and Miss Virginia Mc- student ',oily being a nCashn of Princeton, Ky., who sang the Pep Chit. awl Home ;
single lung ketenloi
T.
(NON NEWS
•-• idi
Mr and rMs. Joe Wiv f.‘rnily
‘vwere the Sunday guest of Mrs Jes-
sie Bushart and family.
Mr. and Mrs Homer Weatherspoon
spent Sunday evening with Mr. and
Mrs L. T. Pharis and daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bard andfamily were the Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. J. T Bard of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs L T. Pnaris andfamily. Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Mc-
Alister and son. and Mrs Radford
Strickler visited Mr and Mrs Leon-
ard Duke and family Sunday af-
ternoon.
Mr. Auzie Phelps Was the Sun-
day gl.est of Mr and Mrs Guy
Br wn of Mt. Zion.
A siirpri.,o (11;i :t eiver.
'V.r Charloy 1."!- Thurs-
Pheln, Hihia B
J1'171 Sur.d,r;
Mr and Mm- • fob Davis spert
Sunday evening Mr and Mn-
Albert Bard
Roy Carver and Malov Pharis
motored to Humboldt, 'Tenn_ on.
Thursday afternoon.
 
Agee!
DR. SELDON COHN
302 Walnut St., Fulton. Ky.
Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
SPECIAL
ATTENTION
To the accurate fitting
of eye glasses.
°FEW% Holmes:
910 It A. !1 I tO 5 P.M
PHONE 286
BABY
CHICKS
R••I 
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FOR AMBULANCE SERVICE PHONE 15
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• FUNERAL DIRECTORS
WINS7'EADNIONES & CO., Inc.
III SECOND $T. rutroN, RT
,
••..re.yrro(-n and will
Joile 21, at tin, i.ana. of ii , a;,„an's
parent,- For traveling the bride wore
an attractive ta:lori..i ,if navy
blue marquisette with white elm-hroidery and white accessories.
At the wedding the guests were
received by the mother of the biide.
Mrs. T. E Williamson, in a gown
of navy blue lace. and Miss La Verne
Browder in printed chiffon. Pre-
ceding the ceremony punch was ser-
ved to the guests by Miss MarthaWore and Mrs. Reginald William-
son,
Miss Louise McAnnally of Mem-phis. Tenn . arrived Friday for a vis-it with Miss Judith Hill at herliorne on Walnut street.
J P. Cavendar of Memphis. Tenn.
spent last week-end In Fulton withhis parents on Norr an street.
1".• Er
BEAUTIFY YOUR
HOME
WALL P.1PERS
Sc ItIl hp
PAINT $1.65 Gallon
Estimates Made
and Contracts T:.ken
Fulton Wall Paper &
Office Supply Co.
Phone 149 304 Walnut St
et
11 Pl.:TFNT—
ERAL AND
,‘IlluLANC11
-,FRVICE
I)
 
11( MC:
HORNBEAK
FUNERAL HOME
PAUL RORNBEAK,
MRS. J. C. YATES.
Lady Aputiatant.
WELL. HERE COMES PICKLE WITH
1LIT/ GROCERIES
PRICES THAT SURE DO rALKpia( L. .Of)1) RID II I 111
NEW IRISH POTATOES.
GREE C 1BBAGE. 10 lbs. 13c
ONIONS, New Texas, while, yellow, I lbs. Plc
Pk AS, Ertsh. big white, 3 lbs. 2.eGREEN INS, Home grown, 2 lbs. 13cTomatoes, home-grown. rine-ripened, 2 lbs. 13c
BEETS, fresh. home-grown, 3 bunches 10c
CARROTS, nice, bunch lc
LETTUCE, nice crisp heads, 2 for 9c
CANTALOUPES. rine ripened, jumbo, each 12c
BREAKFAST BACON, fancy sliced. lb. 27cCHEESE. Winconsin cream, pound 22cOLEOMARGARINE, fine for table use. lb. 15cLEM17.'%;(S; 360 ske, full-o
-juice, while they last.0I
25cORANGES 200 size, juicy, sweet. doz. 3kCORN, nice fresh big ears, 5 for 13cNORTHERN TISSUE. I rolls 25cOATS. Silver Flake, glass in each pkg. 3 for 25cTOW ccott, handy for the kitchen, pkg. lkSOI* 1,1 /b/i h. LE'S. Quart Jar
KRAI'7'. 21 2 si:t can 
Sgc5
10c
In Paper Bag, 20 pounds
11.ty..t.vis. nice golden ripe, doz. 15c
!Tiff V BETTER PRICES IRE FOUND
IT'S WITH PICKLES
trade with Pickle EAST ST ATE LINEget rotes for your baby Phone 101 free delivery
PICKLE'S GROCERY
si.‘pty . 110.‘4).1).. JIVE 27.2s
Ilk' To ALL ON THIS l'IcT1'1:1,:
1:1(.11APO 1)1 X JOAN l'ElZK
"THE DEVIL IS DRIVING"
A (.01,1 fil„\ I
l'art(Hin NI.\\
Strand Theatre
•
*11
FI'LTO\
Tues., June 29 One Day Only Mat. and Night*
-lit TO ALI.-
///. /./T1' I!?!! BUT TRUE
esse James,
NOTORIOUS MISSOURI OUTLAW
IS ALIVE!
Jewse Jame, who claims to he the noted Clay County, Missouri,bandit, supposedly shot tiv Itrib Ford on April 3. 11482, (for $10.000
rewardl, has re-appeared after SI years of hiding And is rapidly
establishing his Identity to a disbelieving world.
AMERICA'S ORIGINAL PUBLIC ENEMY NO. 1
RETURNS TO TELL THE
TRUE STORY OF HIS
EARLY LIFE OF
BANDITRY!
JESSE
,A1414CS
MOTORIOUS MISSOURI'. ,UTI. A W
ALIVE! IN PERSON!
II., Jesse James tell the hair-raising sItu -s tuf hou hit' and Itob
I planned his nun murder. Hear hou Jesse changed deities
with the Slain Charles Bigelow (also a wanted man, and made
his escape only to return the next day to attend his own funeral tic",
and act as one of his own pall-bearers. Hear Jesse James tell how
he helped to bury himself outside his own mother's window! Hear
him tell many other thrilling tales of his own 'aphids as Amer-ica's Original Public Enemy No, 1.
No Longer a Price on
His Head
Accompanied by a Lici
tion of old-timers, who had
positively identified him. •
James called or. the Govern.
of Missouri and was assuied
‘1,11
EX7'RA!
cTAGF
KEN
MAYNARD
IN PERSON
and
isx.4
 NBER
COWGIRL SCREEN STAR
in
The Most Sensational Aus-
tralian Whip
-Cracking and
Fancy Roping Performance
Ever Seen on the American
Stage.
COMEDI! THRILLS
THE OLD WEST
BLENDS WITH THE
NEW WEST AS THE
MISSOURI HAD NI A N
MATCHES YARN' WITH
T 11 E H 0 L 14 Y W 10 D Jr.0  1 \\it sAs la \ . TodayDAREDEVIL. A,o' t..,
To See Him is to Believe Him., a
ON SCIIEFN: FDWARD EVI;RETTF HORTON
"THE MAN IN IHE MIRROR"
4
!tt
4e - 41,
el
*r4/4V
IN G"
tre
Day Only
and Night
BUT TR! E
es,
)t 'FLAW
E!
tinty, Missouri.
I42, (for $10.000
.and is rapidly
ot
, •
• 4
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he iniI Bob
(1,•iites
it , and made
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Today
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eta made impel., rail the WWI, Is itanibur der tht• ablest and 1,, vice that ing 41,141 4,1116,1 1,14,I. 4.11gli,
1
As more prop).- Io own caist,....1 tot itie tact of each V. all mit phi". I ever have been ni will he 111/11' 1,1 ni bicara , aca Id, HI C.itthele ilM 414Thet al rhamot for Inuit.' the Inte.a.st (total (lute of issue un- lender I shall bend twiny effort to I/.1 (111(1 1/%11 111/11(1 11111, /if1. y anal Also iii..th No t„tf.,..,.t Is Y6'611.I Witting the 1.111111) WIWI' iteitVo Why 
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111It 111111A 1. '11 11
sal, oil, taatkevar, than if they aaara iiojat tooting In "Mist' to give all 1 ant farelhal with i's it I qp1interest heat lug will Mal I might theta. c, Illr holt ooilly to tioloi loftier I the I 0 ,110 s', 1.1.11) `Ill 11,1 1 , 1111.iithal that under till:: ilea Itielget but prninise to assist and damsel county AM .11j,1141. Ve111,1 1,1 / i1 / 1 11 itI'!.' i,‘,1111,1 1,/t1 (;1,1111 .,1•X1 1111 111 11111 1r exocrimentul stage and 14,1111 11/111(1- bass 1/11. 141illr fU1.111S11141 11•Xpert With Iill the "flair! Is 61.i 1111.4.411141. 11114-11111 1111'111 111,11 ' hi ••th.• Fintiat Eagles thci.• Wa'4 III its infancy. 'Iii,' I. ea al accountant to Install a new system n I I rkiii of Whether I wilt nearly pet Sion ''1 11.61 .61,4v ;ale; liy \s, inning II 2 C‘aii :111,1 I, an Judge, foresaw the of records at State rX111•11.4, Moil Olt Cool1111Y or not. SiX."1 h t"'". "f"1 I I,i' s'• it '
tin Ha", (tom.. Plii/IS Wilde 1,111 11I4 111' lawny Silltle lit too tiro Mot I Mil` anti money in helping to secure, to 'WI vi. ynti it, (hi • ,
, I,‘ thy i ing. and ',II many, Maio, the system may IN' inf.,1111 all the construction it 1( hy gi,iiig 1 6, hula. ;,11,1 114,1,4. vi, (A•iiiiilltel in li, (11111 Ih 4,t ,„,,1 , ‘",4„, 6leo ill1,1 /111. l'111111(11•11 
• ill(1111/4.1S 1111' Sli11,1' Highway the ot,00rtiolitylaid( ,,1,1 V.'ele Wittig% - V1111011:111111, :111(1 Ill ' ,11111 11/1; 1 /11/ill 11111'111 MO (.1041 lIffIllith sand If I don't 141 11 11/ '.1 11 X 1 ,11 1/1
1 1111 11111X" ;X 1111'. 111 V; 111
VIA 111,1111111 111 11111 111, ,I1111 /111 V1/111' N/1111/.. (111' lIff11•1, 4,1 I •,11/111V rh,lan 1110,1. find of .1 1 ,1 y ,„)1, i tMit 0111 IMO '2 %%cue it.ntly maintained Hon& ,I ttilgio, %% ,as, I 1,„" givta, ,,, waling
,,,id • lioportono 211‘ 1:1"11".., niv WW1"' 'Iasi"' a' '.. 1 "•1 liv the state ...hall alw;.y.. Ms, 1:foetan. thoguc.\ 411 I- 411'1'1/ 'II .11111 111A:111eU I. :11'1111.1% 111%\ yur, dainty and city ..f I I.. pi MI (ii (It)P:( .,f14 MIS/ , and ,A Sii.lai )4...1
Vii y .anceiely )o.:
E J. STA:Iii
;1 I I, till Ii•••
N1,:f g‘• .6. hi 'dr.. I 1' :11111 /1,1'1, 1. Mint y C11:111 man, mid (1(.'It' 51, 111'1111'1 1 I,', 110
4a.% 111AT
Tia. I ,'"iicicts A ("mit!, load engineer chill member I have riven away If CI i• going 1111\1( slime.kV. WIWI' f•,1 Oncen hulas,' alter V .4 • .11,1,1..‘ it .11 it...1,, awl 1.1oe, ti 'it',. of woith ,•I lugal one 0.. a Wei 1. %.14 1/1- 15 ;Mil y6.11 had„„ t„ t. wink y 1,11111 l'11' /11.1'1, \ 1• 111 I1'. 1111 11°. I., tills hi tho:a• imaide to to pia), film tho ;it .-\ “Ic.1 ee I WI', In tin' "'I'd'. In "Iv "'w it Y "it" 11"11.' 1"1 with the 14 , 116 6. ,6 1,6 1 „1,„i}cholith me,
 1,1•1,11 aiiil NitnIgallgh 'YNItailalle dragging. late, new fdlice and the law , had had in that linos the more vialchit, Webb, doubled, ;old Kidwell tem calltal for the purchase till' governing . same and feel that, uable he would prove :Ind the mnic'waled Foto' more rtill-4 were made tin s, trucks. drag,. anal other guide elected, with my age, and experience likely you wtould be to litre hinin the fifth as Williams got a field- of road machinery Road tnaehitwry enuntY governnientul affairs and Why ma vote the same way' Exlegal practice, I can et this time It'll perience is sought after in the teach
ers (.)inice, Lodi singled, Crittendon being in an expermental stage tiv-
(hew a base tau halls, Mairdaugh sin•
gird and Weld) doubled. In the ninth
Lexington plowed the final run when
Hankins was hit by pitcher, Will-
uarits siacrifcied and Anderick sing-
led Fulton tallied its first run in the
second as Zanier singled and Greg•
ory doubled. The other two rims
were made in the third as Porter
single.1, !tusk got a fielders choice,
Wilson singled and drove in
• Porter and husk.
Score by innings:
On0 340 010 8Lexir,gtim
012 000 000-.3Fulton
1.amtiert and Wenning and
Barry.
...MD. 
.10.-
FrI.TON BEATS LEXINGTON
After getting off to a had start.
cl• (-her went in for Ding and turned
...sit
 
the tide for Fli RCM 10 win 7 to 4, over
the Lexington Giant:: Saturday af
ternonn °seller allowed only tic
Pit'; and no runs in seven and two•
1: irds innings Lexington scored two
tun, in the first as Hankins, And-
cruck. and CI ittenden singled In the
• 1.1 1.11(1 Kidwell drew a base on balls,
Haskins a fielders' choids Ilankins
doubled. Williams singled, Andereek
got on and brought in Hankins on
Znater's error.
Fulton scored in the third as Coop-
er drew a base on balls and Hust
tripled Two runs were made in the
fourth as Hahn received a base on 
, has been done by and paid for main -b balls. Summers, Clonts and Gregory i ly by the W. P. A.singled. Three runs were tallied in I Thanks t.. the gi,%•ernment fia• th•the seventh as Hust singled. Wilson roads that have been graveled late
Tled Centerfielder Hankins 
erred.1drew a base on halls and Hahn sing- IN. hanks to the State administra
. lion for the construction. improveSummers singled. The final run was ! ment, and maintenance of •in the eighth as Cooper t.,' hit l'N'' highways, and for aPPr:iat,I:cr, Ilina and %Vikon singleal ''Is-vent thousand did! •Ho t and Slimmers led tlit• attack laing allocated t•i Fi• •i II :ii Giants 
nu ally under the la-s,,,re f•y innings. 120 Imo 010_5 on rrading and MILeNin t!1“11
FlIlt.q1 
11(11 ,00 
'II 
 x _7 i t uad, of the cont...
supervision.
*
It: :-4- - San !lorry. Hiakon anal The money :la .I • .•i I • • v. It
 her ;111(1 Clow,' the state admini
dui not and do.
I /11 r county treasury.
• The county i.-- in trici shap4•- -fat
very far over a half million &bat
in d..bt. The indebtedness has bt c••
decreased during the last four yea, -
due mainly, however, to the General
Sales Tax that came from the state
and was earmarked so that it had
to be applied to the payment of the
road and Bridge Bonds This placed
these bonds on a sound basis.
These bonds are being taken care
of by the sinking fund levy of twen-
ty cents on each one hundred dol-
lars worth of taxable property which
the law requires to be ...II apphed.hut nothing is being done about the I
floating indebtedness.
There are outstanding os,ssnts
held by scores of people , .-
seventy thiaisand d,Ilar,
 i----
labor: n‘atetials, etc. Notho.-::
been f,a,‹I on the:-,e or any :no -
thereon for the last tilia• or ?
years. Plans can and should be I. .
to pay the interest and retire the :t•. I
I nrono.a‘ it, do this because T thin'',: .
that "when you dance y,ai should •
pay the fattier.- They were issuer,
in good faith and the county rev- t;
cited the benefits therefrom.
We are now on a -Pay AS You: 111
Go- or cash basis by reason of the
Budget Law which was passed is •
January 1934 by the Kentucky 1, - 'Iislature and which requires F- monthly meetings of this Court to Courts and County Judges to h,....,e take the place of the semi-annual I within the revenue of each year urn•meeting,' which had been costomarY• der heavy penalties if they . s,-,, ,We were presented with the necess- , it Since the pasai.te of t,..ity and thc opportunity of being Law all counties are c•anpi ; • i •pioneers of progress in many under- 
...Pay As They Go." N•, County Of-takings whose value is more dceply
appreciated as time goes on Dur-ing my administration a dilapidatedjail was replaced with a P.M' one:the Courthouse was repaired andpainted: adequate buildings were
erected on the county farm where
none had existed: an all time Heal-th Department was established: the
..Z first farm agent was employed; thefirst home demonstration agent was
employed: about two thousand dol-lars was spent for school honks—
now taken care of by the State forthose not able to buy them in orderto encourage education: lots were
- bought and sheds for storing road
• machinery were built: and a system
of road work and improvement in-
augurated which the new automobile
SI
SPORTS
Till' I l'i)^. COUNTY NEWS, FULTON,
ink anil machinery hail til I riottlet•
Itil•TON SQUARES • the old titerlieer system. mules, andEttETtIN SERIES, To 2 sviaiwrs. Road machinety wan III its
111 -4
ikte.
/4\
I'M A NEW WOMAN
THANKS TO PURSANG
Yes, Pureangcontains, in properly
1,•lan. pritirtortitins, •uch pruaan
clement. as (again, c‘.1,1per arhl nut.Quickly at appetite and ai.l•
nature in building rich, red
c‘ en in cases of simple anemia, J. tam
this happens, energy and strength
usually return. Ynii feel like nuts
Get Pursang from roar driaggi•t.
•
•441er'•
-••••••
NOTICE
children Under II
Yell I'S IA A 0.
11 Alit CIITS
II bileway Barber
Shop
rulirtii Strip;
Care and At-
Pat run-
Appi eoia•wl.
.1. .1. Winyah'
MOW ‘4116•71W5P •41111111.•S .-1114 •"11/11.03MEMOMO NMI
CELEBRAIE MONDAY, JULY 5
in MARTIN, Tennessee
RH/. Conecsimions----;.0 1.4rnts
;'RE(' Broadcasts—News Reels Will Be Made
FREE E4\'7'ERTAIN.VENT--d u.M. 10 MidniteSuit l's Jewel Cowboys—Pirk and His Harlem
Troubadorm--Prince's Play Boys—Paul Prince
and His Coon Hunters—Eugene Crockett Quar-
Ifl and His Community Singing—Ima Joyce
Rhoden—The Spiritual Singers—Hill Billy Mus-ic, Suing Music—Square Dancing—ALL FREEIt's Homecoming For Martin on Monday. July 5
Be One of flu, 25,000 This rear
•
E. J. Stahr Asks
For Judge's Office
(Continued from Page 1)
lessened the work of the Circuit
Court and the cost to the taxpayers.
The County Court which has to
do with the appointment of guard-ians, the settlement of estates, pro•bation of wills and the like is of
NA tal importance to the people.
While County Judge, I installed a
register in my office giving the rec.
rod of all administrators and guard-ians so that data in such matters wasinstantly available. I established and3 maintained a regular monthly term
of the Fulton County Court in the
city of Fulton for the convenience
of its citizens I consider this fair
and a good thing to do anil intend
to continue this program, if
arn particularly proud of the ac-
complishments of the Fiscal Court
over which I presided during by ad-tr.iniAration. Let me say here thattbe pi.iserg of the County Judge arelimited. There are some things he
Call di, and some he cannot do. A
Fiscal Court composed of wide-
awake, progressive, experienced. and
capabh• members is absolutely es-
m-,ntial in the sticce::sful administra-
. tion of the county's fiscal affairs.When 1 went in office I established
erywhere, naturally smite of it prov-
ed impracticable and was later alit-
Carded. Now that it has been pen-
fected. machinery is accepted as the
only way by which to build and
maintain roads.
The first demands for hard roads
were made and we built over two
mile' of test roads at the Hickman
end and about the same at the Ful-
ton end of the c•ounty. The things
w loch I have listed will give you an
ati•a of the hard work and solid
achievement which characterized
vu y fnrnita administration as ylair
County Judge. These things cost
hits cif money, of course, and the
County had to bear the expense
which increased the eounty's indebt-
edness that i•siitcd when I went into
office hut progress and the people
demanded that they be done. 'Fh;
wic• proven by the fact that a (co
shot t months after my term of <Ow
expued the people vided a hug,
bond issue for flare hard ioa Is, ou"
of which many miles of roads a,•er,•
graveled arid otherwIW improved
Roads continued to be built 1,1
the county and flue state, hut more
recently the United States govern
ment is taking care of unemploy
merit and relief has been respon
sible for most of the talad buildins
and improvement in this and othei
dainties.
, The road work that has been don,.
firer put the county eash bas-is The law that—the law plusthe fact that the Citizens Bank ofHickman, Ky.. cashes the warrants
NN hen and as they are issued antihis them until the taxes come ir
X1111111111111111111MINNeat
Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks & Time Piece,
of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—
ANDREWS
JEWELRY COMPANY
CLEAN anti WHITEN TEEThwith Cabo'. the Oxygen tooth powder whichpenetrates to the hidden crevices between theteeth. Pleasant, Refreshing, Protects the ktIretand is economical to uu.
TRY C4LOX AT OUR EXI'1,\What Cabo: will do for your teeth is easilydemonstrated by you in your own borne at ouraspens.. Simply fill in the coupon with yourname and address and mail it to us. You willreceive absolutely free a test can of CAL9XTOOTH POWDER, the powder more andmore people are using every day.
 
 FREE TRIAL COCTON 
1111dIta-tr.•• A rstrilild. Cam,1604 ma • le kty trial at U11.01, TOOTH POWDER ai we expense Seor I vide LrY IL
414111••••
•
t. ••••
ss.
f
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Overalls
HIGH BACK STILL'
ots, triple stitched.<l
 
as •
mill shrunk 7 pock -
Indigo Hue denim,
220 wt. white back.98
• Super-lone stripes
• Clipped figure pall, rns
• Large block checks
• Check and stripe patterns
SHIRTS
98c
Percales, broadcloths and fine quality
washable and color fast. O•nservative, dashing. andbright colors in a big choice Of popular patterns and
styles.
a • • • tit
Value, Style & Variety In
MEN'S WEAR
FUR SUMMER POLO SHIRTS AND
DRESS WEAR
Waffle stitch. Bound neck openini-
Maize, blue Se white.
hemmed sleeves AC bottom.A 9
Fancy knit & whipcord Ray, 719
shirts at 69c and 98c.
of exceptionally fine qual-ity' materials. well tailor( d
in exclusive patterns Any
man would be proud to ow:
several of these.
$1•49
jrn,. For SPORT
kit ti (-4/ttl For DRESS
EXCLUSIVE PALI Et:.
'W,,Ivertone- sanforized
materials cool. good look-
Drape and tailored
plz1
and checks. They're very
new and specially priced at1."
Nubs and cliee'•:s in styled slacki at $1..4.1. Superior
"froascri. caol and attract:\ t. pair 911c
ammommimmil
SPECIAL! /1\
o.v "1 iflILl:
SHOES
ALL COLORS
AND WHITE
Favorite T-Strap and
ether models it ith
Cuban heel, leather
soles.
$1.19 VALI U.
•
98c sanzed sateed
HOSIERY
,-.;;ioned All
Pure Silk!
• 3
-Thread Chit' l'on
• Popular Shad; s
69c
HATS! HATS!
Priced To Go Fast?
Au wool felts,
brims, rollers, . sail-
horns. Bretons. big * 
. •1
riled crepes. Leg- as Ova%
i
,-•,!ors and plenty of
ors in all the pastel 
$
i
-• •4 .95 L 
•
• • 9
• 40 •••••31.- - . -; •
Sale Fealurc.'
MEN'S SHOES
Whit; Buck Finish
55' .:,
2f•
.VL'IVEST STYLES
Take Reductions teo! 98Corded vamp, whitebuck finish 
........
WHITE ELK
nched oxfords lea-
. sr•les. rubber 2.95
GRANT 11 CO.4'4! LAKE STREET
• •••••  41.4.16,1•••••• •I••••• 
-
PHONE 164
FULTON, KY.'S
*4.
f44
...1.1.••••••••••••••••
THE
,30441111•4~6. SOY
11 1,TO N CO UNTY W S, 14' lt ON,KEN '11 I K
SOCIALS
AN N I it; W Alt MSTRON
CIRCLE WITH MISS SOURCE
The Annie W Armstrong Circle of
the First Baptist Woman's Mission-
ary Union met Monday night with
Miss Myra Scearce at her tune on
Frail sheet. with Mrs. John Ai-
red, co hostess
The meeting was opened with
prayer by the president. Mrs. J. A.
Hemphill, who presided over the
meeting. The minutes of the pre
violim meeting were read and the
roll was called by the secretary
liughe Rushton Fourteen le
goi.ir members 11114.Wered the roll
call.
At the conclusion of the brief
business session the program Wit,
in charge of Mrs. Clifton thittili'l
‘4. ho presented a well prepared
gram on "Stewardship." She
assisted by Mrs V. A. Richaribioil
who gave a very interesting article
C(101. COM.
ORPHEUM
"Till •fill %till• iti III IS.'
Ill:!.,' I
Saturdat; \ite III' II.
Also Sondao-llontiou
ONCE IN A GREAT
WHILE
THERE COMES PICTI'RE
THAT I MOVED EIKE EVERY-
ONE TO SEE. THAT ONE PIC-
TURE IS
G ATFinfi
DORII
DESTINED TO IlE THE
No. 1
• PICTURE OF 1937
I E SURE
to see this picture before
your friends tell you about
what a Grand Picture you
misse0.
(sign€i) Hurgtss Waltman
Manager
'on "Tything.'
' The meeting eat, closed with wen
I twice prayer and a social I • ea,
enjoyed. The hostess nerved  4 de
lectable salad plate to the members
and three visitors, Mr: Sidney HAIM,
Mrs island Jewel, oho little dough
ter, Sue
The nest meeting of this circle will
be held Monday night, July 5, with
Mrs John Reeks and Mrs Rogri
Kirkland at the h iiiii • of Mrs Red's
on Oak street
Paris Campbell. an employee of
the A & P Grocery Company in
Princton, Kentucky. %petit last werk•
end in Fulton with his parents, Mt
and Mrs Siall CiMIPIICI I ;it I heir
home I.:tidings Street
Sergeant and Mrs F A Wm.:-
batch, enroute from Philadelphia. Pa.,
to Flo t soot Houston, San Antonio,
TeX11,4, are guests of Mr. and Mn
R. M. Kirkland.
Mrs J. W. Kitts of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, and Mr. and Mrs. W.
C. Kitts of Nevada, Miseouri, eh,
visiting with Mrs. Ida Yates and
family at their home near Crutch-
field. Kentucky.
Robert Whitehead and Elmer
Welch left Fulton Sattirday for a
motor trip through Texas and Cali-
fornia and will visit Yellowstone
National Park and other Interest-
ing points in the West.
Mis.4 Dorothy Lee left Fulton
Tin-41ov morning ft* her home in
Poduc,.h. Kentucky alter !.peiicting
:i few days here. the house guess of
C:itolvt) King at her Immo ea.
.f hwt
1,144Ie Miss Slum le'. Hankins of
Penton. Illinois is visiting in Fulton.
the house guest of WO: Anna Jean
Norris at her borne on Park Avenue
Mrs John Davies in visiting
friends and parents in Florida.
House guests of Mr and Mrs T
F. Norris and fattody this week
were Mrs %V II Stout. of Centralia.
Ill Mt and Mrs Ralph Hankins of
ltenton, Illinois. Harold Stout of
M-., LaVerne Rocque
Chicago. ill
NI!, .1 Ac.c Hickman and
M.irjnrie. of Pierce. Tenn.,
.1 Fatiii•••!. Div Celebration
:it the b tna. of Mrs. Hick-
,aronts. Mr and Mrs S. J.
f Eibridge, Tenn.
Haircutting by an Fiv .t
Shave
25e
20c
B.IBBER
SHOP
our Bu.inev‘ Comes Through
Satisfied Customers
BEASLEY GRAVES. Prop.
If F. RUCKER. Barber
CHURCH ST. FULTON, KY.
_
"*FTT- s s $ss1 t
Save oney snd qott yew,
FILM FREE
With nab roll of film sent as for fin
[slung. at our special pnor ot 10e tor
developing and prancing I palate each
of any sue roll Wc will return to you.
along with your pictures. one Mew roll
of him. The &line sae as we received
hum yuu Orders mailed becirtbe sarne
day received and e pay r. wage
Electric Stift NastroliaJenn
i$:tc .cti$$$ 
Both features are Patented
9
OM you the raoei
perfect fitting slip
wet made only'
dasigtwod to
Lax withthallight.
eat move:sett of
the body.
A cozetorlabla
ql-_atiosie-petiol sap.
. k 'art proviJes
-.7apia wick be-4-i-
ciorri the new
wide silhouette.
Designed Ifie ACTION... pencil slim when in
ref...unsbrella full in In0600.. Active bsuse-
lyres,. business women. golf players will welcome
its freedom...TRUE BIAS LINES...COWLETE
FLEXIBILITY. FORM-FITTING WON'T
TWIST. COMPLETELY SHADOW-
PROOF
,. PERFECTLY SIZED ... BEAUTIFULLY 
MADE
. WASHABLE •
Dotty try
:167,MIT ,Anfillialimoiorollorrigillonoilinonimbosiksoreres....,...,
5c I
GREEN CORN 3 1"' 10c
PEACHES /1(11,,f (,./,'(iif 6 to 8 lb. basket, E.-1CH 25c
LETTUCE 11` ( 1 "11" 2 HEWS
All-(10od
SLICED
BACON
Fancy
1/2-1b. 15pkg. c
FRESH
EGGS
No. 1 Quality
DOZC
•11. ANN" 
*-4•144ramma41.14 41041644.11RIMMOIMMIsmmomemiliellallermour.
BENNIfellemerwevervatt.. 1611111111M11111111/ A1111111111111111111111111111
nelle 
-HERE'S A SENSATIONAL VALUE--
NEW Potatoes
U. S. NO I COBBLERS
10 lbs. 25c
BANANAS "1  '"'
23c
Country Roll Butler, lb. 33c
15c
11/ I/ l/(fr \ I i-S II /
HOG LARD PURE, POUND 14c
sioeA & P SLICED BREAD 
Pullman
FILLETS
Irsi !it '
Ifni;
Deep Sea—Boneless Fish
( Perch Fillets. lb. 15e)
NAVY BEANS (11("rE ."1('"1G-1.` • 3 Thh- 25c
10(
LB. 10c
TOMATO JUICE Dericimm & 10-AHealthful '7 7.;;rml9c
RED CIRCLE COFFEE Rich and full-bodied, LB. 21c
MILK CAKE 1), licious old-f ashionedLayer cake with icing
MACARONI OR SPAGHETTI, "IONA" Bra
nd
(Cream Cheese, lb. 21c)
7-0z. Pkgs.
Better Ileats at Ereru-day Low Prices—IN A&P FRESH MEAT MARKETS
VEAL ROAST CHOICE MILK-FED 
IR
VEAL SHOULDER 14.•
VEAL STEAK, Lb.
VEAL CHOPS, Rib or Loin, IX
CHICKEN LOAF
each
32c—VEAL ROAST, Round Shoulder, Lb.
19c—SLICED BOILED HAM, Magnolia, Lb.
MAGNOLIA Luncheon Meat D
Lug
MAGNOLIA Pickle & Pimiento Loaf, Lb. 27c—GROUND BEEF, Lb. _
MAGNOLIA WEINERS, Dutch Style, lb. 23c—KLARER'S BOLOGNA, Lb.
MUTTON SHOULDER ROAST POUND
PORK & BEANS "IO
NA."
Ready to Serve
WHEATIES
The Breakfast
of Champions
Kellogg's Corn Flakes. ,1sk about big ronicci lrg. pkg. lie
Sunbrite Cleanser, 2 Cans
()ratline, Food Drink, Med. Can
Larsen's Veg-all, Fine for soups, 'lled. Can
Grapefruit Juice, Sun-dine, 3 cans
School-day Peas, Finest quality, Med. Can 104-
Iona Salad Dressing, Quart Jar 25c
9e
29c
10c
25c
ctagon Soap, Laundry
per-Suds, Blue pkg
per-Suds red pkg. (cm 9c) 2 Large pkgs.
octagon Soap Chips, Pkg.
Octagon Soap, for toilet and bath, 4 bars
Palmolive Soap, 3 bars
2 
(sm.
small bars 5c)
9c) 2 
giant bar 4c(
Large pkgs. 15::
19c
19c
17c
I-Pound
—Arad
there is none better
Where House Evaporated MA
is null its it safest, most con•
farm A ready supply
for all milk vtAs at summer
corsage or comp. Accepted
by the Council on Foods of
Astrancon Medical A MIK ,,t/10.1
3 TuAtills. 39
25c
10c
15c
1
51c
29c
15c
17c
8c
HERE'S
A SUMMER
MILK SUPPLY
THAT KEEPS
WITHOUT ICE
MP FOOD STORE
INCORPORATED
.•
hor.a. aion 
5c
Ii
•
•
4.
•„.
•
loompervoipporgolp..11..F.WPONIIIMPOPIP...••••••••m•Posposipprop,",.
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•1
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THE I.'ULTON COUNTY NEWS,FULTON, KENTUCKY
"THE NEM" WEEKLY
SCRAPBOOK
—
Week's Best Recip
BAKED FRUIT AND NUT PUD-
DING—One 9 ()once package ary
mincemeat rind Vs cup water boiled
almota dry; 2 eggs: Vs cup brown
DRINK
TWICE AS GOOD
TWICE AS MUCH
D. T. COLLEY
DISTRIBUTDIt
FULTON, KY.
sugar; I tablespoon flour; I tea-
spopon baking powder; I cup nuts,
chopped Break mincemeat into
pieces. Add old water. Place over
heat and stir until all lumps are
thoroughly broken up. Bring to brisk
boil; continue boiling for three min-
utes or until mixture is practically
dry. Allow to cool. Beat eggs and
blend with brown sugar. Fold in
flour with baking powder. Pour into
10-inch baking pan lined with
greased paper and bake in slow ov-
en, 275 degrees F. about one hour.
Turn from pan and remove wax
paper Serve cold with cream. Ser-
% eight.
In the Kitchen
Dry cocoanut may he softened if
steamed In a clean cloth over boil,
Int water...When serving grapefruit
and oranges in salads use scissors
and cut off all the white portion
If salt shaker is damp, put the shak-
er on brick of stove until salt drier....
Always add • little melted butter
to uncooked frosting. It improves
the flavor and also prevents crack-
ing
The Family Doctor
To relieve constipation, drink one
or two glasses of water before break-
fast and follow a diet of coarse cer-
eals, green vegetables and large
quantities of fruit Honey is also
good for constipation Most cams of
it may be cured by chewing the food
finer.
In the &Mai Room
When sewing buttons to a sheer
fabric it is wise to reinforce the back
of the area with tape or a small
square of folded muslin. If a button
should be torn off, leaving a hole in
the garment, first sew button to a
square of material slightly larger
than the hole and whip to the wrong
side of the garment.
For the Canner
Old fruit jar rubbers may be made
pliable by soaking a mixture of
one quart of water and one qint of
ammonia for one-half hour An en-
velope or usured paper bag makes a
handy funnel for pouring salt, pep-
per, sugar, etc. Use the corner of the
envelope or bag and cut the tip off.
AN INSTIBATION
"It is a fine thing to go through
life with a smile on your face, but
your big job to say something or
do something that will ease the other
fellow's burden so that he, too, will
smile."
1,0DGESTON HOMEMAKERS
WM1 MKS. BONDURANT
serve as officers for the coming
year. Mrs. J. II. Inman, president;
, Mrs. II, W. Howell, vice. president;
Miss LAMM. Wolbertini, secretary
and treasurer; Mrs. Cecil nut:netts',
'program conductor; Mrs S E. Bond-
urent and Mrs /I P Roberts pro-
The Learion-Sernion also Includes
the following passages from the
Christian Science textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the Scrip-
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy. "Our
Master taught no mere theory, doe-
Jett leaders. 
trine, or belief ..His proof of Chris-
adult life cause it to fluctuate in , Untidy was no form or system of re-
The social program, "Yugoslavia numbers from year to year. This, This includes Christian Science 1 ligion and worship. but Christian
National W01111'11'4 C1111111.11," WON the entomologists say, may be part- Society, Fulton, Ky., which holds re.' Science, working out the harmony of
given by Mrs. A Inman. Song,' ly responsible for the failure of the sulfa. services Sunday at II a in 1 ,ifi• ni,nI 1,ovn" (p 20,
"My Sunshine ' !wasp to become consistently num- and testimonial meeting Wedneitil..
eroua enough to fight the Japanese at 7:30 P. nt with !trading Hoorn ot
Statos as in the Far East, the native  from 2 to 4 p. nu. The
All over the United States a great tend these services and to visit the
Reading Room where the Bible and ,battle is being waged against ven- HOME AGENT'S SCHEDULE
of the U S Public Health Service.; 
JUNE 2Nth TO JULY 3ra authorized Christian Science liters-
-
ture may he read, purchaser or hor-
creel diseases. Under the direction
with the cooperation of the various' Monday. Cayce Homemakers% rowed.
State Health Department., all the; Tuesday, Office; Wednesday, 4-H I Among the citations which corn-
Forisrng Bible: "And Jesus
the Lesson- Sermon is the fol-city arid county health units in the Club Leaders' Conference, Prince- prise
from thenation are engaged in a campaign ton, Kentucky; Thursday, Leaders'
to stop the ravaged and the spread Conference; Friday, Leaders' Con. went about al/ Galilee, teaching in
of these diseases.
For entirely too long we have ig-
nored them as so-called "social dis-
eases," until today one person in
every ten is infected with a venereal
disease, and they are a more serious
menace to the country than tuber-
culosis. Now the battle Is on to
stop them, to educate the public to
prevent their further spread and to
cure as many of those who already
are infected as possible.
We are certainly not immune in
Fulton and Fulton county. In fact
the percentage of venereal disease
here is higher than in the nation as
a whole. The Health Department is
carrying on an active campaign a-
gainst these diseases, but the people
need to awaken to the true condi- well,
tions and take heed of the inroads Entries in other contests: Baking
that are being made by this par- Judging: Joan Collier. Fulton coon-
Ocular type of disease. Too long has ty and Glenda Moultrie, Hickmanit been talked about behind dosed county.
doors, or whispered by parents when Clothing Judging: Anna Laurie
their children could not hear them. Burnette. Fulton county.
VENEREAL DISEASES
But the time has come for parents
to take their children into their con-
fidence, point nut to them the dan-
ger of these venereal diseases, and
warn them of the consequences. Why
keep the facts hidden and allow this
dread disease to spread. We might
as well become educated on a rut-
ject that too long has been kept in
the dark.
Female Wasp Fixen Sex
of Hatch From Her Eggs
Female insects of sit least one
group can regulate the sex of their
offspring. Entomologists of the U-
nited States Department of Agri-
culture find that a parasitic wasp
brought here from the Orient 15
The Loilgeston Homemakers Club years ago to help control the Jap-
met with Mrs. S. E. Bondurant on ;171(`''(' beetle varies the treatment of
Wednesday, June 9. There were her eggs according to the sue if the
twelve members and one visitor pre- host on which she lays them She.
sent, withholds the sperms that insure
The to a female hatch from eggs deposited;
on the relatively small worms-1
beetle larvae—that have moulted I
only once to enter the stage known
as the second instar. Nearly all the
young wasps from these eggs are
males. The hatch from eggs laid on
the larger, third instar larvae, how-
ever, is preponderantly female.
To prove that the female wasp
(Tiphia popilliavoral fixes the sex
of her progeny when she deposited
the eggs, the entomologists trans-
ferred eggs laid on second instar lar-
vae to third instar larvae and those
laid on third instar larvae to sec-
ond instar larvae. Mostly males hat-
ched out on the third-instar hosts
and mostly females on the second-
instar hosts.
These imported wasps will not de-
! posit eggs on first•instar hostx thy
small worms that have not yet
naiulted. They will lay them on sec
und-instar larvae, but prefer third-
lariat's,: larvae. Variatiorili in numbers
' of second or third-Miter larvae it-
' vallable to the wasp during its brief
beetle as rairvessfully in the hilted
I home of both.
femme; Saturday, office.
The CB Club girls of Hickman
and Hickman Counties with their
Home Demonstration Agent, Mrs.
Catherine Thompson, returned from
Lexington, Saturday, June 12th,
where they attended Junior Week.
Pauline Waggoner and Mary Doug-
las, members of the demonstration
team from Fulton county gave a
demonstration on "Beautiful Hands"
winning fifth place in a contest in
which seventy-four teams were en-
tered The Hickman county demon-
stration team gave a demonstration
on "l'he CH Club Girls Breakfast
Table" The members of this team
are Nell Cannon and Beth Crom-
following were elected
City Meat Market
QUALITY MEATS
Phone 378
FREE DELIVERY
WE BUY COUNTRY HAMS
103 W. State Line — Opposite Browder Mill
DOES YOUR CAR
USE 4.75-19 TIRES!
THEN YOU ARE LUCKY!
I. H. READ
MOTOR COMPANY
WILL BUY OR TRADE FOR
YOUR OLD TIRES
GIVING YOU THE HIGHEST VALUE
OF ANY USED TIRE
ON THE WHOLE MARKET
WE NEED THOSE TIRES
FOR USED CARS—
THAT'S WHY!
SO COME IN!
Style Show: Sarah Armbruster,
Hickman County and Margaret Law-
son, Fulton county.
The Fulton-Hickman county
homemakers are glad to welcome
the Asistant Home Agent Miss Jes-
sie Wilson of Owensboro, Ky • who
is a graduate of the college of Ag-
riculture, University of Kentucky,
majoring in Home Economics. She
comes with good recommendations
from the University and Davis coun-
ty where she has taught school for
three years.
Miss Wilson is employed by the
Extension Division of the University.
of Kentucky and is here taking
training for Home Demonstration
work under Mrs. Catherine Thomp-
son, Home Demonstration Agent of
Fulton and Hickman counties
CillitisTIAN POUNCE
Sunday, June ?"
"Christian Science" is ..ie aubjett
of the Leuroti •Serouni which will be
read in Churches of Christ, Scientiat,
throughout the world on Sunday,
June 27.
Saturday
311 Carr St. °pee Wednesday and
public cordialy invited to at-
their synagogues, and preaching the
gospel of the kingdom, and healing
all manner of sickness and all man
ner of disease among the people"
(Matthew 4).
VOTE FOR
MYATT
JOHNSON
FOR SHERIFF
OF F1'LTON I '01'NT Y
DESIOcKATIt enINLAKT
AUGUST 7, 1537.
Thrifty Home-Owners
PROTECTED!
HOW much have you invested in your
home? A sudden ripping windstorm; a disas-
trous fire ... what would it mean to you? The
protection of adequate insurance should be of
irst importance to all thrifty home owners.
Let us examine your policies and advise
as to whether your home is fully protected.
PLAY SAFE -- INSURE
Atkins Insurance
Agency
LAKE STREET PHONE NO. 5
LOW
is the
-FROM-START
purpose of
—
.
COST
this policy
ANNUAL RATE, $5,000
Nearcet Birthday,
LIFE INSURANCE
Line A. .
Line B . .
Line C . .
Age, at Policy Date
20
$74.55
C•3.35
59.60
25
$85.80
72.95
68.80
30 35 , 40
$100.25 $119.35 $144.90
85.20 101.15 123.15
80.65 96.55 118.30
45 So
$178.70 $223.40
151.90 i 189.90
147.00 : 184.85
limpu.-,1 at age'. 15 to b6
I-iider no circumstances
exceed the figure
For the first
begin, it is certain
Thereafter from
such dividend
cannot be foretold,
year net payment
... 
RESULT
from
The
three
as
rates
on
is
the
shown above include
can
Line A.
years, before
to be 15 per
the Line
apportioned.
but Line
under our 1937
Premium Waiver 'liability benefit
your annual premium
dividends normally
cent. less (Line B).
A figure you deduct
Future dividends
C shows the fourth- ..
scale.
Outlay
first year
Low
very
3littittraltre
EDWARD
President
Obtain details front
( d'r ruttential
,
Tompang
D. DUFFIELD
local agent, branch office or how office
p ....,.iweit ----
zU0rAT
L.A.• nit
/....f.T.4 Of 
..
of Autrrira i ciiassilyi
-!
'1. # ' tetcl:Mom. Office a "-s .  
 aMil
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—
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FULTON COUNTY NI.:1\'S, FITTON. li.EN
▪ •  
 
S=.10.11••••
Thc t'iiii.m tiaiisljj Ntles ,,,11,111) 1,1,,I ,, II) oifaits "back home" through the col A l'ILENITT 4.11TVEN'IlON
410-
J. Paul Bashert, •Isu. ROW
ilkitO2.42 SS NIC01141 114114S 11011t4112 June
18, 1933, at the poet other at Fulton.
Hy, under the act of March 3, 1579
OBITUARIES, Card, of Thanka
Business Notttle and Political Cards
charged st the rate of lc per word
----
----
--
Subsetivtion !lately Radius of 20
guiles of Fulton $100 a year. Else-
where $1 50 a year
Pt ILI FICAL
ANNOUNCELENTS
The Fulton County News is &mili-
tarized to 2innoutice the following
candidates for the %Idioms offices,
subject to the action of the Demo-
Critic primary In August, 1937.
For County Attorney
WOOD C. TIPTON, Jr.
For Sheriff
11'AR1) SICEELLAN
O. ('. IIENKV
For Riplowto.stive
W. L. HAMPTON
HARRY LEE WATERFIELD
For alagistrute of First District
C. J. BOWERS
For County Court Clerk
CLARDIE L. HOLLAND
Ta (.7onmossioner
J. P. JEFFRESS
Ftn City Judge
LON ADAMS
For County Judge
CLAUDE L. WALKER
For Mayol
R. C. PEEPPLEs
GOOD READING
---
Widely scattered ala,ut the coun-
try are many former Fulton resi-
dents who keep III lb with af.
of im opportunity to hear how they
IPUBLISIIKD FA ERN' FRIDAY are getting along, whai they lire
finding to do arid something about
the communitier they out' now 114..iilg
In. An occasional letter for publi-
cation from any of these former
tesidents will be welcomed to the
column/1 of this paper at any time.
and they will be Ilppreclatel by
those %Om knew the w titers in day.
gone by l'ott may be sure your old
home town still hits on Interest In
you and your welfare Anything you 3 The Young Peliple get some-!
care to write for publication, any thing out of it
MO41414411 1'011 would Ilko. to have your 4 'n,.. iimelop.opot of o„ii,„1„„i.
oII friend,. and acquaintances read l's 14,1,,/a,ing 11,1" 'II the Programs
comes under the head Of "news" 5 Tile atm ,r. it 111111% is kept be.
Send it along, for much letter. al.. ( "re the 01111(11 aoil clallilY
Isom mtike good reading
111.1 I low 101011 i,i't,,ll 11 11 its I, 1111' 1 Ilig N11 41111.1 014 1.1011i.
moils of thia pope' lad then old We ha 1. taken ,on„,,t,antae 
thit it I. I„ 11,,,,,,tht I i mmig hick Sof 114. I' 011 Sunday' that it looks 11110 it 11.1
fl 14'11414 1111s 1111111V 111411111t1.4, 14,111 101 I'M 111 1114, 44(01 1.4 1)4.11151 11114tit. 10 14.441v toss it mutt I t III tum ult'. slob 0„11 11441 Ill II 1144%% (111
.s 4, lt s111 ittt V to go to t loot 1 1 ('Ii
411'k of them and woolit he SIMI V111'0111 age $11114111V Si 1104,1 1111011(141OP 0111 Of 1114' 0411 S'111110W 11110 411 y ' the) 1114. /4111111" Iii 
41,1it'int's tiofetv's make
miaow along the iistitaide, it 14 so eiimy that welt. ll/44.41 III MIMI SW 1114' "mock "A college diploma 410
44/ol t
141 filiget 111 1.1/1)11111111'411 PVOIV P411 " (10111 1114 liii ii dolled dollars, come or 11111011 %pulite to si 
wan," de,
14111 Of a campfire before leaving h, met while 11144 I' may not be as minty hoes 
liob Milford. "until he lemi11,*
that this wattling is nrcessiny No thillais at inesent as berme the that it Isn't V.111 (II anything aft an
inatti.r in what part Of the cotintiy depiciation, thine Oil' jumt as many alibi"1)414' litighem says what's one 1111114v
on spend toot. vacation, keep the "suckers"
It,,' lia/iiiil constantly in mind Ille ! EVO1 S 1114411 that itiiivea rut loped 14 W1411114'1 1114111'4 1/4/111011, snit
careful Ile watchful Ile en Fr tut of ton Is 1111w oteity well latillignal your teleologio la often somebody
the fire riond every minute 51111 1111' \V1111 11111 111111 11:„qu t4 is
t1ti itll,rtt. itti ilici t w ,Ipviarem
way
st if
few 
In the 
111w1101 
 Ill" ine 111°11e a 1111111 1,1,11 1,4:Isuirti.roio ‘cil
4.
is 4'11114'11S, N1111 1111 '1 1141111014 S111411k14., "11 011111 1111 lit Oaf
and mining itiiik (arias 111111 taking all of yoto M one of thew
IT tilt Ill WORK the lead Qui uii a few new -olivine* 1114141111111 tel II SIftS,
Ii t e also been Illit11.41 1i. 1114. 11s1, With1 Now they'''. going to publish it
.ine‘thoo,,hie bre Ito, ole and im lases It pi„tuibly will
hoods" being (Patine at lichen on how itch men got
551, „Iv awe to see over
out i. mobile 111490 .1,a. Kamti„w, ..",,
lIll', tool new ""lio Iii'. 111' 1.1 he ,11114. to got ii lot of fun
iiig compiled to iillIillP pi.ii alit out If itillittu ‘A tong number,.
1..4141111". U. tilt' 1100 11.110% Ihnotess W11111111'11 maYS It tilkeil
t ill' "14.'1111.11111114 (III' 11011111/64" "rfl'1 11/111 51 14'104 111 411.1111 11 1011111111 1111111-
111. n111011044 1111. 111.111 01111 1 40 11. el I N. t‘A„ %rell.4 4., eel Notilitoneti
1 ‘‘.1111114.11 111 III' 1'111'1 1'1 iii 411111 11A11 114'k • 10 1,1411
"r ow rak.'. 111" The ,unietne example of vanity is
111111 ha% V1'1111.111.11 1111' Ill 1101 1.45 1111111e
110111111g COU111Y w1111. Sunday
School lainventiona Ill vatioux parts
of the state We suggest that Fill
ton comity make plans iisponsor
an annual convention of this kind,
hot sueli II gathering meaner
I Fellowithip with members of
other drioaninations.
2 Definite program %allure both
118 10 W11141 is pllf 1111.1 it 10  what
IS gotten out of It.
11 11141111141ton 111111 4I1111111111 1111
Ilfl (10111 11411144 5 111111 enables
1110111 to buckle lo task anew
nod Nish onward
7 l'aleot IN 11•VI'1111.41 and brought
out
It Voiles the community in Si (Ser-
if Is a trite saying, but not less
tact that boy+ of today are the col- spic and span and put it in the brat
1.114 14 tomorrow Anil from a tin-
citizenship must be drawn "
1„
"`*
1„ 
-1111 "1881ble
ii 
9 National, Internation and World
..tateamen. as well as its leaden%
in other fields. V IC0 4 10.01111:111 10 poop141, 1/ilis broad.g their outlook as they know
when so many conflicting hilt 4,1 hers are doing, and enablingpolitien1 doctrines are abroad, many.
e.f which would d„tr„y our aystem firi")) In frlistc Ill° 111" "re ii /nut
... W,10,e.
of government, the obligation to fur-
11..11 W111014.S414114. 14. Again we saY, let's have im mums)imilay School convention in Fill
training to the youth of the land ,.(4mtv.
a vigils more and more heavily on
the shoulders of the present genera- -FOIL THE MU1111Elt ItURGEAR111.110 
)T I r it good statesman it num
must first be a good citizen. Aside S41111111(9' is here Mill 11141 burglar
from the home, the church and the Is getting out his housebreaking
public school, tin (organization is bet- lesels There are six burglary, rob-
ter fitted to start a boy in the right fiery and theft hippies for every fire
direction than the Boy Scouts of : loss. according to the Association of
America. It is one of the few or- Casualty and Surety F,xectitiveis
ganizations in America from which ! The vacation months, when so many
boys may receive training in cit.I residences are empty and unguarded
provide ideal working 4•41nditions for
the housebreaker Re does not have
to be wary of sleepers who may
wake momentarily and sound all
alarm. Ile need have no fear that
II dog's angry harking will reveal
tiresenee Ile can work leisurely
ii 1 1111.1.1 1111:111Y
If persons %silo are leaving their
unoccupied 1d011 for a short
IA-!. this stir/liner will take the fol•
I s' I ii precautions, they will add
'ii Is' to their protection and peace
j,,,ck wcurely :ill doors, win-
dows 11I' other entrances to the
itenship.
This organiration speciali?es in
building good eiti?ens Its leaders
..re skilled in ways and means of
gaining his confidence and co-oper-
ation.
Fillton has had its Scout troop%
c.0 .1 number of Years. but of ri -
ciao months, intereo atul activities
\ ,eciced to I 11! C1111. 501011
ranizalion re i..1 be kept functionier
Ministers and civic leaders miist
heep Scouting alive
111.010011...a.W111.04111111•4=1.••••••• IIIM•  
4•• •••• OM, Mat. AM. I
LOOK 20 YEARS
YOUNGER
JAMES B. CASEY'S
HAIR RESTORER
Soh/ on a Positire
Guarantee
Restores hair to its natural
color, and will positively cure
dandruff and eczema.
Come and get a trial bottle
today for 60c on our money-
ack guarantee.
JAMES B. CASEY
BARBER SHOP
Hair Cut
Shave
25c
15c
There's Economy in Having
Your Car Properly Reconditioned
/
sielleats
The new spring season demands that you 
have your car
thoroughly checked and reconditioned, and 
our shop 1.9 com-
pletely equipped to render competent 
repair service that will
assure you of greater safety and more 
mileage from your auto-
mobile. Our business has been built upon 
the satisfaction given
our customers.
Let as give your car a thorough going over 
before you start
on your vacation, or that long business 
trip.
BEAR WHEEL and CHASSIS ALIGNMENT
Saves Wear and Tear on Your Tires and Car
Brady Bros. Garage
2 hi form the police that your
house v.111 be empty They can
1....ep watch on it and try the doors
And windows at regular interv.ils.
3 Take with voit or lock securely
..11 jewelry. .silverware, fins, voll-
liable clothing and other articles
easily converted into cash by a thief.
4 Be sure to suspend all deliveries
..tich as milk, papers, mail. A heap
If newspapers or milk bottles on a
porrh are sure signs that a house is
unoccupied.
In view of the increasing with-
,pread threat of the burglary ha,
Aid to property. local citizens should
!Ake extra precaution at this time,
,ve way they can aid crime control
Iii' year That is the most effect -
o the community.
---------
---- -----
VACATION TIME
Vacation time is well under v‘.,
'And though it has yet to reach its 1
peak reptirts from various source, !
'lead to the belief that this will IA
the greatest touring season in tl.e
history of the nate n. Thousands up
on thousands of motorists are !tic...
traveling the highways, and steai!
roads and bus lines are said to be
smashing all records for the IIIITT1-
her of passengers carried up to this
time, with the volume constantly
growing heavier.
For those who take their vaca-
tion trips by bus or train, there ap-
pears to be no need for special warn-
ings before they set out. But for
those who go by auto, who build
campfires in the open, a word of
caution is not amiss. Be careful with
matches and campfires. There is
not a motorist anywhere around
Fulton who would deliber.acly en-
danger the natural resonr, -f this
A Ne‘‘ 311.1 SO kW/41111/1 111%10 /1 11
41111111) or 1,11101 on eveiy Wis. ',old
ill lel 110' 1.1114.11144111. 111154.11
or the 111 or It 11.11'.1',14 111 1,1 .4 1.',
1111. 1111'11 1, 11111 I liSt hot it might
111k. If 1101 110111141111S 1A111 4A4'1
n111,44'111 10 1114. 1111.1'11,4111 1.1 111411111
01,4 Of 1114. 4.14 141111 10 5%111;•11 1114, 1,1114A
i ntl. 1411111co.1 i's' 11010141 1.00'4 A1141
!yet, 1111111 till' II ,iiii 5 5'
10A.iir "1 141 1111.%' ill 1' 1101141 1.1'4
es fl0111 Ow 111114' 1114.V gel ow if
the moaning mild the 1:411
11110 it ;two,' at night, they stall not
raese
 Il 101111 enough 1 1,15% 1 1„, their
varsoom state governmenta hi learn
to them The cost of glivt•iatitaint, tht•
%%aisle of Public moiney, will never
come down until some %Kay has 1,0011
discovered to open the eyes if the
1;t% titiblie to the size of the
tax load which it Is 11111,%11114 its tax-
ing to impose upon it
-
17091TOP IT WtTIS
Alka-Seltzer
Does Headache -stow yaw
down?" You ars a new az-
ception It it does aot
One or two tablets elf ALKA-
SELTZER in a glass of water
makes a pleasant alkalng
solution that usually Whigs
relief te just a few minutes.
ALEA-0113.7ZER I. alas recess.
mended Mir
Gas in Sastwieli, -Iviseseng
Attere. Add laragaedea
Caida, gad alimader Papa
Ikea alp Illea the tangy novae
and dim minks when yea tabs
Allte-Amanga. Ania-teeseer. ease
rlassIved a water, contains an
ansIgark, Medium 
Aratyl-ta addition. the alk=
agiona km Alka-Srltase help in va-
lley. &an 41444sryday dime-
dam anerisead with hyper -
•esasti.
Swell lady* Mr
Large package ler ^
ka -Seltzer
AT THE CROSSING
The railroada of this country have
fine 14Sfety record dur-
ing the tiast few years Today rail-
road %%leeks are uncommon, and
very aelitom is a passenger killed
Illit thr grade-cronsings, the rail•
I inds would have almost a perfect
record !however, despite all the
work 14 elaninotii.n thiotisands of
these crossings still exist, in every
part Of the country, and while the
railroads are not responsible for the
death.: at grade•crossings thev art
chat ged lip against its safety record
iust the same For the next three
months the toll of death at these
crossing.: will 1/1. 111..1V11.1' than dui.-
In!! the other mile month, iuf the
• 1111111,1111.11 01111 114' 1 01111, 111'
1114 IH• 111/11. 111 14 1.% ..tit it Thal
is wholly lip to the ihi,it,IriSiS lir the
rountry. If they still tiersist in Iry
Mg to heat the train, or if they are
not watchful when drivirig Ill strange
territory, the slaughter will go right
on That's a good thing for every
Fulton cititen to remeniber when
he sets out on this season's vacation
jaunt.
BACK ON THE JOB
iii..1.11 4 1 0a111 illoll' 11111N41141 i11141 111111f  pareilt ti).1144 ypiii• tiv year to milky
110'11' 11014,4
11 5511'. 11'111' 1)1401•4` 1 111' 111.1'1"4"fil Will Beard says (ell a farm II lamb
his ehild lust what he Pa
111,11 "11 1111/1 411111 111,1 money are soon 141,,,,,, ow frt,,,,,m,. kit ott watt St
I. ili".1 1,:l'Ilt:1; 11.11g1151"94:%oil'iteNt.;:iii‘i'ig "f411111.1 tirte.ileiiii‘i'ste?' i' t 1 llA' sfrtlim,1,<Ii t,!gi 11::1%1 1S1:11:ri..:1:11.Milltr, 1111111,111),Illy
"fry., Or 411141 111111 In'111111SeMricheM for! „1„„ „ii,„.„„ „,,,t„, ;1 115.111g „tit
%PI V little outlay should remember
tilt 
ow mune 11111 rule ii,,his mood i,lifultiguessiiiit contests la the weather
today With banks now insuring de ..
posits, and pitying fair interest, I 
It may be hard for 11 rich noun
, to get to heaven when he dies,"
there in no reasonable v.4410111 fill' 111. i .iswi Is Hobe, I whoviivad. ..but 0.,
MR gypped by the Nike investment
offers reaching yiiii through the 
easy for him to keep front going to
mails. With your banker friends. iwil whill. 
lie's living."
willing to advise you its to the best 1
there is no excuse fig. letting 
some asSi,aitilechFulliiii pciaae seem to 
get
WWI' to invest pour surplus dollars,
maiborder faker legit you ostray. (over their misfortunes 
as othera do
pleteaire out of whining
in higisting about their good luck.
The secret of real happiness ts
getting tised to what you've got
and learning Ill like it.
A :,.e.v kmd of Deml/- irtf
You couldn't get something for no-
thing before the depression, and
you're not going to r.•I -,limething for
ilothing now that it passed
• Picked lip
114.11,01.1 At .
.01 I511.1 ;is h;o1(1 io,
we how to ina• it after N1/11 Si''
-A few gills aiounil here have,
1.een disappointed in Ii 'Vi', sA ys'
More !tee\ that matter
hAve .1 1'4 of matte people "
1.1 1,111111111'111 I:. tie vii4ose
1111 A101111 551.111, 11111. 11.11.1 thing af-
t. I
NI:1,4%in soffit.
rill. let a fool 1,, them and othe!-.
III a kr,
'II isn't adv. .1.1c to tell every-
thing you knov.. ' asserts C .1. Dow-
els, "but it's best to know everything
you tell.
Not knowing what the styles will
be 20 years from now it's a little.
One of the surest signs that the 
I;ard to say where the children ought
to be vaccinated.
depression is a thing of the past is
the way the old fakes and phonies 
A. G. Baldridge says there are get
YOD`TiLti
A▪ i rwif4a. °tarn'.
It only takes 2 d•b• Yodor• •Itvr
whiih It vanish,.
81,14 hing 1111 a 1,111 1•10./1111 AVM ro..t
Stain 111111. far 1.1,•1h114;
You g•1 eosin v• protection with Yodora.
Quit k to it ...verso -there's no waiting,
fl0 "drying". You ran nee It right alter
shaving. 11114101a pirlin:1111 14(411 the mo-
ment yots •eely it. It ATMs% 7.111 Sectirity1
V041ors is litval Ion sanitary napkins-.
soothing and safe. In Tubes and Jars-
each AR el
At Your Favorite Drug Store
.111011M•
WE'LL SAVE YOU REAL CASH
ON THOSE NEW TIRES!
Get Kelly's :IRMOR(111BER Tires
at our Low Prices!
IF YOU WANT t m
ost econom-
ical tire mdrege you've ever
had ... just come down to our
place! See this new Kelly tire,
get the story behind it, and our
low prices.
This new tire is different. It'n
got a tread of Ammonium*
• tougher, huskier kind of rub-
ber developed by Ka*. It just
wears and wean!
We're mighty prond of this
tire and we behave yam wil tad
that our Gerrie, is the be in
town. Try us-that's all we ask.
KELLY-
SPRINGFIELD
ARNIORUBRER
TIRES
TOP QUALITY
POPULAR - PRICED
with a
ROAD HAZARD
GUARANTEE
KELLY SPRMGREI D TIRES
• 
A FIRST QUALITY TIRE at SPECIAL BRAND
PRICES and GUARANTEED AGAINST
ALL ROAD HAZARDS!
That we have a Tire that is surpassed by none;
W That we have a Tire with a Tread Rubber that is tougher thanfound in other makes of tires;Know That we have a Tire that thousands of users have enjoyed long-
er tread life than with other make tires.
Longer tread life means but one thing and that is Tougher Tread Rub-
ber, so if the Tread Rubber is tougher and we know it is - it should with-
stand many more Road Hazards than ordinary tires without being rendered
unfit for service.
We guarantee the regular Kelly-Springfield Armorubber Tread tires
against all Road Hazards. In doing this we are solving the problem of the
Tire Buyer. We are giving him the three things he desires in a tire-TOP
QUALITY, PRICE and a ROAD HAZARD GUARANTEE. His days of
shopping for tires are over, for Kelly-Springfield offers the outstanding
Tire Value on the market today.
•
ILLINOIS OIL CO.
HERMAN SANS, Agent
FULTON KENTUCKY
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%op, jiONOMIC HIGHLIGHTS
TILE FITI,TON COUNTY NI.',WS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
11 V1111 ;VA It 1101 111111'11 hourly rules uf Buginegg
pay
Finally, In [event years govern l'hroughout kenlurAgj
intent has been a factor. A number
of states. Of which Oregon W24 the
t, lIkeWi.1411 I 4.11114.Ird .1 r114;11 .11
1 i111111. 11f WW1? (1111';IV,11 111.111 1.1111'1
1 11W! II')) h14,1111.
1 .11111'4V1111. I'llibrit'll 111411 
p;11.0 I in ...troJtin 1111'11111t1(1. 11•
/1 12 to Ili'',
II VIII II' IhII.t1tItIIIl gain in
(by gootlq 4a111.1•11 featured whole(ale
Survey by Associated Industries
of Louisville revealed 115 plants now
As ow past, many years passed the "4'11'1" 
employ 62,0,11 as against 35,521 in
"'""itill'Ilt "Itting The Annalist ',ports that "nothing 1932.before nos ohjel•tive wag lea,•hed wInles• has occurred to change the slightlyIn 1914, the wnik week a% eiaitcd Managenient has iilso great upward i.f ',liminess activitv loos iodic:tries continued in district.•
Unrest among rniployees of var..,
11:1 1 1 limns Ily 19111, it had dropped deal to make shorter hours pos-h( 501 hours. In 1029, at the except steel oldies, but they have As result of continuation strises.
• I 
the hoom, It vi as 49 hours
height made It has improved the technique
product on in many ways, to the,
Depression naturally shortened end that less employee motion be 
a half off the biedness index."
liven sufficient to cot a point Lind stockholders of large hosiery plant
;it Padurali voted unanimously to
Thus, In 1937, .,trikes are a major liquidate laisiness. Garment monothe work week, as the "work shar- wasted, and that each worker pro-lag" plan, whereby emphiyees woik. duce more in hia working tune. It 
'Ii 5 lesser 
worry even as they were in 1936 and, factoring plant at Fronklin also ang''
Witt time In order that others, lins often voluntarily reduced hoursi extent, in 1935 Until cur-, niainced iiermatient (liming Strikerum moor controversies are settle(1,1 of dairy distributors employees set-
the business outlook cannot help but tied at Ashland. !Cy., with Wootton ,
might 111411 hove, pilm, 11.11111' 1111(1
1.1.1't ill large Indurtrles. Then
, .1111)1 the NBA, which established
II 40 hour work week for the bulk
The t States News Inc. 1, industries. Today, in 1937, the
I survey_ to "America's Diiiiiiicdong 40 hour week him been generally lost have specified the max1111Uni Although labor disturbance!,
Work Week." Its moral, if any, I Ittaintained, even though the NRA Is hours per week which women in brought uneasiness In business cit.
seem, to he that evolution (Ii 111.111•• uu more And in considerable 1114111- can work, and these alit- clef, the trend of retail trade
try and inventl,in is the principal her of Industries, the 35-hour week ides have been upheld in the courts throughout the country niaintainelt
agent lesponsibie for shortening the Mils been put into ef feet for all or as being necessary to the public a consistent upward trend, accord -
number of hours the average work- part of employees. licalth and well.being, T1111 Federal ing to 1/epartment of Commerce re-
er Nit 1t1 Itt his desk or machine A11 1111, N11W.t 1111111B out, I1 tIt1111• goV4.1 111111'1A )1114 111110 Stopped um itort• town 37 key cities for the past
(hiring ',mil seven days. her of rations are responsible for happened the NSA A Federal week just received by its
During the last century, the wiak the ilecluting working week. iler- 111 w now III uffiq govein Distrlet ()frier In Marie 111141,11 strikes
week hic helm almost cid iii hoir kip,. the 111;,1 11111 1;,1 Ialit 1111.411 rat. 1111'111 1 '.111 1 .1 1 ; 111 1.1.4 (111 cut ty 11111111W) 1 1111'01(110113 1)111
In 11012. till, 11V1.111M1, %via krr tall ill tol'4 I.; and Tech- W111 1 .e 1.1 1 11 1 1 11 V111 1.1 kklak 111)114' 11111,111 tosses t1111(111 tip elpit.wiirt
I ;aid indicatitions of a strong buying:qr.. Wile 12 la.or n tidal of 22 10.1.9;11•01 which hi, week
W1111. 41 V1111.111ours a ‘vpirk thnt „at. op. hp , i',1,1111,1:1111 1 ;of:, 11/111VrtnnP
ritgatit/eil I .1 long 14 1.4.1.
Was fell A mai hilic.ts' union .1 111111.11 or more in a .111,1 1 W1'vk 11 111141t, I.; 1111\i'd 11414.0
Pt1114;1,11,to.t th.in they pievinilly pinii1111,1 In II 111 /111 1 II.,11 1'e 1.t 'hole 'bib II'S
"1111111"W .1 hew day 111111 ti no hi,in %veil% Thu ,A;.1 11. 1 1 11 .111111' 1.1111,1 11 .1.11'1 :11 1. 111111
01111 11111i1111111 1111.r1111'.4• 1111.11 11 01 , ot It; 1111a lt, III 1114• 1111114111011r I% 1 11,
I.:vett I Initigh Owl!. It would retool reemployment l'astThi ii• ',lotion got iiiiwhere, and I"'"Itillvy val"1.a time hi,,tam, 4,..444 pam bvfore (111W II 111111r t114,11111111..,4 and 11 1'1 111 WI111111 that
ri;;r11'r Work W1114( Will (4111111the 60 hour week became standard hill. Wage" g" IIP* iii
in motel industry 11100 And in The labor onions have also 109,11 1111111' but 84 the result of progress
that ye.11, the A. F L. went on a Nieto!. They have won many (.,,,,.1111111 evolution, rather than political
record III rarlIr HIV CI-11MM W1111:1 111,0111111S from management, and cot , 1"'"11
01.
se. .
•
b a
as
SEAT COVER
BARGAIN
SALE
1°" THEY LAST95
• 1.:6,
Hot summer time is here! Protect your car, your
clothes..., enjoy clean, cool comfort with these fine
quality seat covers. Better hurry! They'll go like
hot cakes at these prices! Drop by today! Take your
pick of the beautiful patterns. We'll install them
In a jiffy while you wait! And don't forget that
vacation trip-seat covers are most important.
.111111.111.,
"ALL CLOTH COVERS"
Covers Cushions & Backs-Front & Rear
Close-
list Out
SET NO. 4 FITS Price Price
ge. re 1936 Chevrolet Coupe  $2.75 $1.95
1935-36 Ford Coupe 2.75 1.95
SET NO. 100-D FITS
1936 Chevrolet Standard Coach 5.70 3.95
1935 Buick Model 48 5.70 3.95
1933 Oldsmobile Coach 5.70 3.95
1935 Pontine DeLuse Coach 5.70 3.95
1936 Early Pontiac Standard 6 Coach 5.70 3.95
SET NO. 100-A FITS
1936 Chevrolet Master Coach 6.15 3.95
1936 Chrysler, Dacia, Dodge 2-Door 6.15 3.95
1935 Oldsmobile, 2-Door 8-cyl. 
 . 6.15 3.95
1936 Oldsmobile 2-Door, 6 or 11 eyl. 6.15 3.95
1935 Pontiac 2-Door, 14-cyl.. 6.15 3.95
*
1936 Pontiac 2-Door Tour., 6 or 11 eyl.
1936 Plymouth 2-Door, Mod. P-2 • ..
6.15
6.15
3.93
3.95
SET NO. 400-X FITS
1936 ('hey. Std. & Master Sedan 6.25 3.95
1935-36 Ford Sedan 6.25 3.95
1934-35 Bukk Sedan 6.25 3.95
1936 Oldsmobile Sedan 6.25 3.95
1936 Pontiac Sedan.
 6.25 3.95
1933-36 Studebaker Sedan .. . 6.25 3.95
• • •
"FIBRE-CLOTH COVERS"
To fit most any car 1936 and earlier
COVERS CUSHIONS k BACRS-FRONT & REAR
STANDARD GRADE EXTRA HEAVY GRADE
List
Price
Close-Out
Price
Coupe $1.35 $2.95
Coach 8.00 5.95
Sedan 8.10 5.95
List
Price
Close-Out
Price
Coupe $1.85 $3.15
Coach 9.00 6.95
Sedan 9.40 6.95
• • •
Phone 822-Complete Ifotor Car Service
H. READ MOTOR CO.
Across Street From New Factory-Fulton, Kg.
be unsettled of 45-hour week
Production figures are fair. The For first time since flood, bank
Federal Reserve Board reports that clearings showed (1.•..ease, decline
in a recent month manufacturing being .9",
activity recorded more than the nor- May building permits In
mal increase over the previous ton $106,059 1111 11141111111r $62,r/94
month. General manufacturing in. ago.
Agreements completed for $2,0'
400 rural highway construction ,
107 counties.
With weather very ropitiona t
dustry at about 118-100 equals
the 1923-25 normal.
Some industries are doing above
the average. One of these is elect-
rical appliances
-refrigerators, air. week, progress on al crop( in !
conditioning systems, etc. These listrict is rapid. Blue grass grov..
appliances have been improved In now stripping crop whirl, I( I'S f'
efficiency and reduced in cost, and ed realm. over 3500,000: pi
II market in rapidly broadening per bushel being paid is 20 to
Commodity prices have been de- c"lits•(dining somewhat in most fields. No' Acreage of Wo,111111 Dar% F.
fate thinks there will be a big driin, 'riihacco believed increased HP;
1,,,wever, and some will not be sur.' 32-acre tract .1-11tr:14.1 of
prised if this fall witnesses a gen_ IS,Inrion county fair grogials and
oral advance all along the line. ptirtenance!; at Lehanoiii, Ky.,
"Consumer resist 110(0'' is a factor :it otirt sale for $3.500,
here. i Mayfield. Ky., reports 181110.
Newest national industry-trailer activity 15", above this period
Imanufacturing--is going ahead fast. ago: 10 new homes in proces:, !
Last year Rosiness Week report.4,1construction.
more than 350 makers were in the Agreements completed for $2.-
trailer business, and their gross came , 097,400 rural highway construction
to $27,000,000. Over 16,000 house in 107 Kentucky counties.
trailers, averaging $525 apiece, were 660,000 garage building completed
Sold. at Hardinsburg, Ky.
Plans adopted for $65,000 addition
Having to go back to work seems 
cotouscnthyr 
Ky,
yplant at Lynch, Harlan
Ito be hurting a lot of people more New $35,000 municipal water-'Ithan the depression did.
I What has become of the old-lash- 
‘ivnogrkGsrosuynstdemicydedicated at Stamp-
Fulton wife who used to be- $39,999 grant approved fcr new(11;•fsp'ermarll the excuses her husband water works system at Williamstown
nod Dry Ridge. Ky.
Ni-w cilia-letu bridge complett., 1,111 4 I I _Good tple_horner
If Ciiiiihet•land, Harlan county, 4. Cheap.
447, ot nee it at 3e7 4th it.
"Al thililirv 1$111e3, *001() y to erect stcond
water tower at coat Of $12.000.
New admittintretion bids, torn-
'Opted at lAiuinville airport, at cost
of $'1,0011
New roil mining operation starts
Ill Straight Creek section of Bell
cmitity, Kentucky. 
to start Write Rawleigh's Dept.
KY10 82 101, Freeport, Ill.l'blur mills at Untoritown, Ky ,
teopen, having been cliised since'
January
Pi detit of a Loniuville militia
,,,olptin) told trictohet, id Smith
lotion, meeting
that 20i) IMO Mill hill I • nt
I- 11%,111111.Ip exp.' t
ti l l; .,pti,ett; expret ill 1 pill III 1, l•
1 1111 1 . 1 1.11 ,t,1 1 1.1 111 111,11111.1011,1
11 . 1. $711Vt 11 101,1 ,1). 1011Ill
lie
11411 Intent It Ky
11Y M W1114111 1.. 4111111 'wit
('11010 ftll'Illtllil' e 84 0.1.11111,
Ky reports May. 19:111,
241': bettrr •411111. 111,;11111 >vat
11g1); Iti t if better rot first 1111' 1111/11
ths of comparable year.
-LOOK-
6 RADIO
STATIONS
Coming to
MAYFIELD
It u.
SATURDAY
JULY 3111)
To play on the
BACKUSBURG
n nu:t
PICNIC
PROGRAM
KMOX, St. Louis,
WSM, WTJS, WEBQ,
KFVS, and WPAD.
100
ENTERTAINERS
24
ACTS
Dance Orchestra
Hillbilly Music
Comedians
Blackfaces
Tumblers
VAUDEVILLE
Impersonators
BOXING
WRESTLING
Dancing
Sun-up to Sun
-down
Second only to Kentuc-
ky DERBY in Ken-
tucky attendances, hav-
ing had 19,000 people.
MAYFIELD is near
Paducah on Bight: ny
No. 15.
SALESMEN WANTED
WANTED: MAUI with a f.ar to take
over profitable &whilst% Route. Est-
ablished customers. Must be satis-
fied with earnings of $30 a was*
SUBSCRIBE FOR-
4'41sionerclAl Appeel
Louisville Courier Journal
Houinville Time,
Mt. Lind, Post-Dispatch
St. Foul, Globe !trimmest
Chicago Herald Examiner
Chicago American
Chico's° Tribune
Just Phone 753
JACK EDWARDS
PLAY SAFE!
IT'S vacation time again, and many motor trips
will be taken by you and your family this
summer. Motor accidents are becoming more and
more numerous, and the risk is too grave to go
unprotected in case you are numbered among
t lie unfortunate.
• $5,000 (OVERAGE FOR 25( PER DAY
Don't make that trip until you are protected by
A TRIP ACCIDENT POLICY
FALL CI FALL
INSURANCE
Why Not
Make Your
DREAMS COME TRUE?
?his Is 7he Year lo build
hat Dome!
WE HAVE HELPED MANY OTHERS TO TRANSLATE THEIR
DREAMS OF A HOME INTO ACTUAL HOMES-
•WE CAN DO THE SAME FOR YOU.
We are anxious to give you our best advice, our nest service-you will be
surprised at how much we can help you. We invite you to consult with
us about your building problems. Estimates made without obligation.
•We Specialize in a Full Line of Lumber and Millwork for
 the Home.
•CABINETS
•FLOORING
•ROOFING
•DOORS
•SHELVING
•BUILDERS' SUPPLIES
PHONE 33
•WINDOW FRAME'
•SHINGLES
•SIDING
•CEMENT
•BRICK
Pierce-Cequin Lumber Co.
FULTON KENTUCKY
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS. FULTON, KENTUCKY
KeintUICAY rOlkleate
ilrerdarg.71/dagrc".4..9
WESTERN KENTUCKY
TEACHERS COLLEGE
BOWLING !AIM KY
Tin'iCOUT
Very tewon :diet the first colonies
Mire planted along the Atlantic
coast, dating ntek penenated far-ther into the wilderness and became
.111=.•
WATCH
REPAIRING
We Repair All Kinds
WATCHES
RINGS
CLOCKS
SPECTACLES
Prices Reasonable
R. M. KIRKLAND
Office at Crockett Grocery
Opposite Browder Mill
115 State Line Street.
•HAS TIMED
our first frontiersmen or scouts. We
sometimes think that the frontier
was a thing of the West, forgetting
that upstate New York anti the 1111
areas of New England were genuine
, frontiers long before Kentucky aid
Tennessee were known oy name The
earliest frontiersmen were likely to
be scouts, daring explorees or hunt-
ers trappers on the edge of civ-
ilization. James Fenimore Cooper
drew this type from real life as it
appeared in New Volt early in the
last century. So nearly like the later
Western scout was the Lather stock-ing that it was easy to transle! this
Easterner to the West to die in old
, tute Thus Cooperr's scout lived long
enough to typfly the frontier from
central New York to what is now
Missouri and Iowa.
For years the attire of the ,-out
was a thing that &Martel atten-
tion, just WI the later :.boy in.
fluenced the dress of many a person
who had never seen a ranch The
scout's leather breeches, %%Ph 1:In-
ge, his coonskin cap. nis long rifle.
his flowing locks—all Licgeared In
real life on and off the frontier. Vis-
itors to Kentucky within a few cors
after the early settlements al...ays
mentioned the long hair of the fron-
tiersmen.
Very early the scout became k
restless wanderer, appearing success-
ively on the new frohtiers. Many a
man who was born in upsiate New
York migrated to the Ohio Valley
and then on to the Far East, stop-
ping for a few years at practically
every border line betwece. the wild
and the settlements. Daniel Boone
was such a scout, dying in the cour.-
try across the Mississippi River.
The conventional scout and the
actual often blended. When the scout
reali7ed how much advertising he
had, he was not slow to take acitan-
tage of it It is nearly impossible.
in the autobiography of William IL
"Buffalo Bill." to pick out
150 MILLION LIVES
the personal experiences of the
author front what was exile% to .1 of
hint by the admiring public But 
tabBill was in many ways the last
of the long line of scouts, living
down into our own time and rein-
troducing the scout to tl.e places
where he had vanished as a lost in-
stitution. Kit Carson was almost
equally romantic but did not live
to cash in on his picturesqueness.
So typical were they of their doss
that one hardly knows whether to
regard them as real men or as ab-
stractions wrought out by more than
two hundred years of the Ameri-
can imagination
As the frontier vanished, even in
the days of Cody and Carson, the
type gradually blended with other
types on or near the borders of civ-
ilization. In the plains country the
scout easily became a cowboy; in
thinly settled areas he often fell in-
to the class of professional pioneers.
or Pikes; his experience as a scout
often helped him to be valuable in
urban centers as a sort of busi-
ness man Today the real type is
gone, never to return: his descend-
ants may make good forest rangers
or government surveyors or hunt-
ers in foreigh lands for rare animals
or plants But the scout of the Buff-
alo Bill type would seem as unreal
today as a beaver dam across the
stream in your pasture.
Morgan Farm an Example
of It eeping Blood Lines
Livestock men who believe desir-
able breeds or blood lines occasion-
ally should be perpetuated by foun-
dations—rather than by individuals
who cannot afford the expense--
point to the United States Morgan
Horse Farm at Middlebury. Vt . as
on example. The farm is managed
by the Department of Agriculture.
About th ebeginning of this cen-
tury. the valuable blood of the Mor-
gan horse, a true American breed,
was so scattered and diluted by
years of mixing with trotting and
saddle-horse blood that there was
danger of losing it entirely. In 1906
the United States Department of
Agriculture and the Vermont State
Experiment Station, to prevent the
breed's extinction, assembled a few
mares at the Burlington. Vt., sta-
tion. Later. when Joseph Battell. a
Morgan admirer, donated his farm
near Middlebury as a breeding head-
quarters, the work was transferred
there and the station named the
United States Morgan Horse Farm.
This farm now covers about 1.000
acres. Here maintenance of the breed
is assured And now that a return
to a general purpose horse is evident
in places. descendants of old Justin
Morgan are available.
Morgans are noted for their rug-
gedness, style. courage, intelligence.
nad general usefulness both in har-
ness and under the saddle. For years
they have been used as remount
stallions by the Army. In the United
States many of the great trotters and
saddle horses carry Morgan blood:
and no the western plains they have
heen crossed with native ranee
stock to produce good "cow horses"
Morgan blood also is scattered in
other parts of the world. Morgan
horses have been sent to Japer.,
Be+iter Meals . . . A Clear•or, Cooler K4cisest
. . . A Marked Saving in Time and Work
TMENOT WATER
E
Fl RC EDNAOld
OR JUST A FEW
CENTS A DAY
- 0 I.
.,4 Hi, I P01 T
I - •,^r, -I 'wrier hosiers.
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ELECTRIC cookery gives you so many extra values.
,L..J You cook meats and vegetables in their own juices
without shrinkage, retaining nourishing elements and tasty
flavors. You prepare complete meals without constant
watching. You reduce deaning tasks because there is no
fuel, smoke, soot or ashes to smudge curtains, woodwork
and utensils. Your kitchen is cooler because all range
heat is used in cooking. You have so much more time
for recreation with family and friends.
Come in tomorrow and let us explain why ekrtric cookery
will give you the most satisfactory service at a cost easily
within your means.
REMY KILOWATT
Yaw ilretrotal intent
elY TUCk Y UTILITIES COMPANY
lomerigreamil
AIR THOMPSON, Manager NEAR FREIGHT DEPOT SOUTH FULTON
China, Central and S,,tith America,
Canada, Cohn, Puerto Itico, and the
island of (Want Wherever they have
gone they have left their mark. To-
day, horses of this fantotio breed are
mailable through foresight of the
Government and others who co-
operated
RUBBER TREES WITHSTAND
SOUTH FLORIDA WINTER,.
Rubber trees of both the Bereathe Brazilian tree cultivated in
East Indies. w here 95 percent of
world's rubber is prkshiced, and r
Castilla of Central America, h.t.
withatood several whim m in soil
Florida, where scientists of
United States Department of \
culture are experimenting to
wastelands of the peninsula Si.-
may be made into a rubber reser. Cfor times of economic or military
stress. They have withstood temper-
atures as low as Stl• as far north asPalm Beach Second generation trees
are expected to be better adapted.
Florida cannot compete with the.
cheep labor of the East Indies in
producing rubber, but if Florida
wastelands were in rubber trees and .
rubber rose above a dollar • pound.'
as it did when restriction measures,
were applied in the East Indies
shortly after the World War, home Iproduction might become practic-
able.
The Castilla and Hevea rubbertrees belong to unrelated families,
and different methods of tapping are'
required. The Heves has a contin-
uous network of microscopic tubesin the inner bark, whick seep the
creamy latex to a single cut. Tap-
ping is repeated by paring the rim,
of the cut, the latex becoming more,liquid and the flow increasing on
successive days, the so-called wound
renewal led to commercial planting.in 18111, 20 years after the seeds weretaken east from Brazil.
Tapping by the !levee method can-
not be used on the Castilla tree, be-
cause the latex tubes are not con-
nected. but the latex is more abund-
ant and was much easier to collectby native methods—tapping with
many cuts—which, however, soonkilled the trees The Department is,investigating mechanical methods of
extracting the rubber from the bark.leaving the wood available for pa ,per pulp and other byproducts.
There is no Wandard
To Build LOW-CONI Roads
There is no standard method
building low-cost roads, accord
to engineers of the Bureau of P.lie Roads of the United States
partment of Agriculture. Met)
used successfully in one lication
not be the best tinder different con-ditions.
In building low-cost roads local
'materials must be used or the roads! will not be low in cost. Wide ‘..ir
;lotions in natural materials such fr.
!sand,' graver, top-soil, and clay makeit necessary to adapt construction
methods to the materials ureci. The
stability or load-supporting power
of a low-cost surface depends uponthe content of material that in not
'softened by water. Sand, gravel, cin-ders, slag, and crushed stone allhave this property, but mu* either
contain or have added to 'them a
small amount of binder—clay most
commonly. Only enough clay to hold
the particles together should be
used. An excess causes mud and
rutting A wide variety of mixtureshas been successfully used, many ofthem containing 70 to 80 percent ofhard particles with a clay binder.
"e1111111111111V 
I Engineers me further improvtlow-coat surfaces with bituml
materials, chemicals and other pro-
ducts. A good surface mixture with
plenty of hard particles, either fine
or coarse, is a first requirement. It
Is not worth while to treat a poor
soil.
Something
To CROW
About
Day after day, we hear complimentary re-
marks about our Flour and Feeds. We are proud
to hear those remarks, for we realize that com-
pliments--such as those—are merited proof of
the satisfaction our products really give.
WHY NOT GET THE BEST—ASK FOR
FLOUR
Queen's Choice
Browder's Special
Supt rha or Peerless
M 4 DE BY
FEEDS
Big /toy Scratch
Baby Chick
Biddie's Choice
( laying maxh )
Browder Milling Co.
SHOES REBUILT ONORIGINAL LASTS
COSTS NO MORE
Looks and Wears 10V Better
DYEING — TINTING A SPECIALTY
host Completely Equipped Shop in West till.
'ORK DONE THE FACTORY WAY"
SHOES REBUILT SHINED FREE
Potter's Electric ( hoe Shop
Formerly Fourth St. Shoe Shop
FULTON . KENTUCKY
Build NOW! Don't Wait
FULTON AND VICINITY is in the midst of the greatest I
Building Era in years, due to improved and expanding condi-
tions genlrally. • Perhaps you, too, have building and improve-
ments ideas to carry out. Why not LET US HELP YOU WITH
YOUR BUILDING PROBLEMS.
Many people in this community have already made improve-
ments upon their property, and these improvements mean in-
creased valuation to their property. Naturally it is easier to
rent or sell when property is improved. Don't wait about mak-
ing those repairs or building that new home.
LUMBER • SASH • DOORS • WINDOWS • ROOFING
BUILDING MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
• REMEMBER THE LUMBER NUMIMI: Pito N /, 320
MURRELL LUMBER CO.
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CLEAN COMICS THAT WILL AMUSE BOTH OLD and YOUNG
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Musical Temperament
-Wet you slumming today?"
asked the inquisitive friend.
"What do you mean?" rejoined
Miss Cayenne.
"I saw you looking into several
pawnshop windows."
"That was for musical
tion. It delights me to see so many
saxophones and nobody playing
any."
Polly Put the Kettle Oa
Donovan and his wife went for •
picnic. They found a pretty spot in
a wood; and Donovan, putting down
the basket, said he'd he away to get
some sticks for the tire.
"Ah!" said his wife, "don't be
bothering. We'll not need them.
Haven't I brought the gas-ring?"
Cultured Swearing
Fred—When I rctinaisi Smith's
lawn mower with the nicked blade.
Smith swore
Nell--We don't want that sort of
thing to happen again, dear. The
next time borrow from the minister.
—Philadelphia Bulletin.
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Wanderings and meditations: A
crowd watching a drunk being hoist-
ed into a taxicab on Wert Forty-
third street. . . A crowd watchingi
men working in a hole in Fifth ave-
nue. . . A goggle-eyed throng peer-
ing at one of those stilt walkers,
who, sitting on top a sedan on Nas-
sau street, is adjusting his king legs
for his day's work. . . A crowd in
front of the windows of a Broadway
cut-rate bookstore. . . Always hur-
rying New York' . . A legless
woman beggar, sitting on her little
cart, enjoying a piece of pie and a
cup of coffee in orie of thorie open-
faced roadway establishments. . .
Pitiful... That open space beside a
bank on Eighth avenue, just off For-
ty-second street. . . Where pitch
men held forth for so lung. . . Sell-
ing everythear from electric belts
to body builders. . . Now protected
by a wire fence. . . and turned into
• parking space for busses.
• • •
Mid-town Mirror: Phil Spitalny
exi'ong tonsil Dave's Blue Roorn ac-
companied by 15 damsels. . . He's
rot the great lover. . . But is the
leader of an all-girl orchestra. . .
Arthur Godfrey, ex-coast guards-
man who turned radio announcer,
hutting with a sergeant on recruit-
hg duty in Times Square. , .
Collins grinning as he stands m a
music store listening to • record-
ing. . . Ile should, since the song
is by Kate Smith whom he man-
ages. . . Lanny Ross corning out of
Steinway hail where his office lo-
cated. . . Deanne Durbin, Eddie
Cantor's young singing protege. at
Grand Central terminal escorted by
no less a person than LeoTioid Sto-
kowski... They (quile east to make
recordings for their new picture ..
Carmen Lombardo, songsmith in hie
own right, at a Broadway ptibbsh-
er's, tapping an appreciative toe to
a new tune by an unknown.
• • •
A pushcart man selling "coconutjuice". . With coconuts as a deco-
ration, of course. . . A pushcart oft
Ninth avenue where only caps are
sold. . . Something I just learned:
Each New Yorker used flee gallone
more water last year than ever be-
fore. . . Maybe because popcorn-
appears on so many bars. . .
hardware store window full of gad-gets. . . Could spend a half hourjust looking. . . If I had time, of
course. . . Reminds me that that
combination of thermometer, ba-
rometer and hydrometer Jim Dalton
gave me is a peach. .. Don't have
to read weather reports any more
. . . Looks nice on the chifforobe
loci. . . Renting agents busy again.
. . . This is the month when ie.a-ae
signers are supposed to give notice
if they inteed to renew. . . arid the
leases don't expire until the last
day of September.
• • •
Down to the Chelsea piers with
sailing friends. . . Walter O'Keefe
saying good-by to Morton Downey
on his way to Ireland... A seller of
American flags looking for business
... Flower venders on the job also
... Messenger boys rushing around
with telegrams. . . and messenger
boys with long boxes of flowers. . .
Ship-to-shore and rhore-to-ship con-
versations increasing the general
bobble. . . Visitors paying 10 cents
each as they board the ship .
Those dimes help care for so•k anddestitute seamen.
• • •
Back in Times Square. . Morton
• Bowe, who suggests this theme for
drama critics, "Why Was I Bored?"
... and Peter Van Steecien who tells
of the song writer who was so deep-
ly touched by "Song My Mother
Taught Me" that lie went ahead and
rewrote them under different titles
.•. Two taxicab drivers engaged in
an argument. . . With a cop stand-ing by just in case. . . A woman
sandwichman and a male sandwich-
man strolling Broadway together...
•The woman advertising a tea roonaand the man a beauty parlor.
• • •
Gentlemen do not always prefer
blondes, according to Manhattan
college students. In fact, the year
book reveals that the young men
of that university have a preference
for brunettes. Their ideal girl has
dark brown hair and eyes, sincerity
and marked femininity; she can
cook, dance, talk intelligently about
sports. and understands the golden
quality of silence. The opinion was
that a college education might m-
crease a girl's attsectiveness but
was not a necessity.
e Bell syndicate —"MU service.
Loggers Too rolleetate
A." Ore. --- Movie directors
rough and rugged loggers
!arby lumber regicns for a log-
ging camp film are having difficulty.
They declare the modern logger—
often a university student or gradu-
ate- is too civ.i.hzed fur dramatic
purposes.
Man Dies of Fright
in Cemetery Wager
Wranowitz, Czechoslovakia. -
Anton Smola bet a group of
drinking companions that he was
not afraid to go Into a cemetery
and steal a wreath from a new
grave. The next morning his
friends found him dead, his coat
caught in a picket fence of the
cemetery. Doctors said he died
of fright; that he probably
thought a ghost had mixed hon.
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Business and Professional Directory of Fulton
Firms Appearing On This Page Solicit and Appreciate Your Business
Elect rical .‘ nidiances and Cow ract ing. see
CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
'We can take care of your electrical troubles'
Electrical Appliances. Repair Serriee and Contracting.
Satiafaetion Cuaranteed. We hare had 14 rears
eaperience in electric maintenance and
service work. Call 774
CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
E. R. 11c11RIIIE, Prop
e'OURTII STREET 1111.Tt/N, KY.
VISIT US AT THE NEW
TEXACO SERVICE STATION
On West State Line Street, Fulton, Ky.
Where you get that world renowned Texaco Fire Chief Gasoline,
Texaco Motor Oils, Certified Lubricat:on 75c, Washing 75c,
Goodrich Tires and Batteries on cosy payment plan. No money
down and terms to suit.
BENNETT SERVICE STATION
CHAS BENNETT
PRINTING & SUPPLIES
Let us do your Printing. No matter how difficult tho
job, we can handle it ECONOMICALLY.
ALL KINDS RULED FORMS
SALES BOOKS, CHECK BOOKS, Etc.
FULTON NEWS
PHONE 4To
111`HT11 sj FULTON, h
YEAR IN, YEAR OUT
LOWE'S CAFE
Oysters Are in Season Lake St., Fulton. Ky.
D AY AND NIGHT SERVICE
Vulcanized And Re-Tread Tires
C. V. CATHCART TIRE SHOP
FOURTH STREET--OPPOSITE P Sl1tS1 tai LAUNDRY
WE MY AND SELL USED 1 IIZES AND 1 1. 11/•:S
RUBBER FABRIt I1 (milt Si VI'S
BUY YOUR COAL
From Us and Get the Best
Prompt Service
CITY COAL COMPANY
TELEPHONE 51 AND
NEED MONEY?
h you are in need of money, we are making short-
time loans. We invite you to consult with us, as we
can help you solve your financial problems.
LOANS MADE TO RELIABLE PERSONS
QUICK SERVICE
JONES LOAN & INVESTMENT CO.
FURNITUR2 is OUR BUSIF.SS
AVhen you want Furniture it will pay you to see
W(' ('an ca furnish one room or the entire home
NEW AND USED FURNITURE
REPAIRING-UPHOLSTERING
EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
C11111(.11 STREET El'I.TON. KY.
t.orst Ilevieer of torrent Erenex
LABOR 'DIGS IN' FOR BATTLE ,
Nine Shot as Violence Continues . . . Coal Strikers Aid
Steel Pickets ... Bilbao's End Nears ... Hopkins Checked
roe Iuilc 11.inien Defended Their Iltishands' Right to Strike.
2111/Wrifili:
SUMMARIZES THE WORLD'S WEEK
C Wr.tern Nes
IOLENCF and threats con- ;
towed to break forth on the
strike front as the battle between
certain industries. particular-
ly steel, and John
L. Le•vis' Committee
for Industrial Organ-
oat on became more
and more tense.
Nine men were shot
and wounded at An-
derson, Ind., as Ho-
mer Martin, presi-
dent of the United
Automobile Workers
of America, a C. I.
0. affiliate. stopped •
in the city to ad- Governor
dress a mass meet- Murphy
mg. The wounded men, non-mem-
bers of the union, claimed a mem-
ber had opened fire upon them with
a shotgun from a window in Union
hall after an exchange of insults.
Union members charged attempts
been made to injure the am-
; ifying apparatus which was to
...icy Martin's words to the throng.
Martin was en route to Monroe.
where 2o0 World war vet-
erans had been deputized to pre-
vent picketing of the Newton steel
plant, contridled by Itepublic Steel.
whose plants have borne the brunt of
the C I. 0 campaign:, in the last
few weeks. The vigilantes, armed
with shot-suns, rifles. revolvers and
machine guns, were determined that
the local Steel Workers Organising
45:is not going to mako
good its threat to close the Newton
plant with a mob of thousands of
C. 1. 0 picketers from Detroit.
The Mooroe deputiea broke up
a picket line and re-opened the plant
to loyal eoYes: after that th 
# 
the pleas of Harry
local C I 0 union riside arrango L Iholsins, works progress ad-
' ments to import pickets from out- tiamstrator, the full senate appro-
side the city Despite the oupendive prnitio cmmn oitte ae pproved the
trouble a battalain of Michigan na Byrnes amendment
tional guardsmen, ordered to the to the relief bill. 13
ccenc by Gov. Morpby, to 10. The amend-
; . • 'so •• . ment to the $1,500.-
000,000 bill requires
sss, local governments
to pay at least 40
per cent of the cost
If all WPA projects,
or else sign a kind
of civic "pauper's
oath." T h e South
Carolina senator's
amendment v. a s
seen as further evi-
dence of the break between the ad-
ministration aid the conservative
Democrats. The South, especially,
has been vmeme its insistence upon
states' rights as opposed to all-
powerful central government as ad-
vocated by the New Deal, and the
relief bill amendment was seen as
a case in point. Hopkins had argued
that compelling states to contribute
40 per cent of the cost of I'PA proj-
ects would virtually eliminate such
• 
; federal projects in the South. It was
believed that this may be what the
Court Plan Walloped southern senators want: they claimT HE seis oe judailarr committee payment of $12 a week to
Roosevelt's Supreme court packing
that the 
cut down their labor pool
and they want to get the negro
made short work of President
plan. Its report, in summary %%orkers -back into the cotton fields.
•
CIO Starts at Bottom
Fir,: .1 ..•'! a'
I 1.7 '
• Mine W • • •
ident. W
(mines •
steel cont
of the coal brotigLt to the sun face I
, in Pennsylvania walked out of the
I shafts and joined the steel picket
, lines. The purpeFe was to cripple
further the steel plants now shut
down or operating under difficulties
while picketed; the immediate ob-
jective was the closing of the Cam-
' brio plant at Bethlehem Steel. The
effectiveness of the walkout was a
matter for dispute: plant officials
claimed all departiverts were in
operation.
/
-
iss‘
Harry
Hopkins
the authority to issue injuro Dons.
"It would not reduce the expenst
of litigation nor speed the decision
of cases.
"It is a proposal without prece-
dent and wallow justification.
"It would subjugate the courts to
the will of congress and the Presi-
dent and thereby destroy the inde-
pendence of the judiciary, the only
certain shield of individual rights.
"It contains the germ of a system
of centralized administration of law
that would enable an executive so
minded to send his judges into ev-
ery judicial district in the land to
sit in judgment on controversies be-
tween government and citizens.
"It points the way to the evasion
of the Constitution and establishes
the method whereby the people may
be deprived of their right to pass
Upon all amendments of the funda-
mental law.
''It stands now before the coun-
try, acknowledged by its proponents
as a plan I force judicial interpre-
tation of the Constitution, a pro-
posal that violates every sacred tra-
dition of American democracy.
"Under the form of tha Constitu-
tion it seeks to do that which is un-
constitunonal.
"Its ultimate operation would be
to make this government one of men
rather than one of law, and its prac-
tical operation would be to make
the Constitution what the executive
or legislative branches of the gov-
ernment choose to say it is—an in-
tersoctation to be changed with
each change of administration."
- * -
Harry Loses I st Round
•
"We recommend the rejec: • •
this bill as a needless. futile, i.; Capital on the Move
terly dangerous abandonment of 111.: Spanish loyalist government,
constitutional principle, after another terrific bombing
"It was presented to the congress of the city by Insurgent airplanes
in a most •ntricate form and for of the German Junkers and Ilemkel
reasons that obscured its real pur- types, decided to move the capital
pose. from Bilbao to Santander, but to
'It would not banish age from defend Bilbao to the death. The
the bench nor abol,sh divided de- ' Basque battalions reorganized for
cisions. ! a last ditch stand to protect the
''It would not affect the power of broken "iron ring' of the city's
any court to hold laws unconstitu- ! defenses from the forces of General
oonal, nor withdraw from any judge I Francisco Franco.
Patronize Our Advertisers
WORK SHOES and SHOE WORK
Wsenhurg Shoes Built for Durable Sers ice
till %YEAR EASY — 'Ha; v LAST LONGER
Rest of Attention Given Shoe Repairing
With Cuaranteed Service At All Times
J. T. POWELL
"11111.: Slit
206 Main Street Fulton, Is s
AS CLOSE
YOUR PHONE
Avoid Disease! Send your Latindo
Dry Cleaning. to I's, where it will lw
('OM 1'1 sl.:TELY sTERILizED
LAUNDRY-CLERNERS
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DONUTS AND COFFEE
What could be better for a cilld tin truing break '
Mack's Ihimus and Pies are Tempting and I telicious
TRY THEM Al' YOUR FAVORITE CAFE OR
onlyi.;“ 1E 1"R,0N1 CRIK'ER
MACK'S DONUT SHOP
Short I /idyl I/rinks, Beer
E. STATE LINE T. FULTON, k
"EXPERT RADIO SERVICE"
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Modern 'resting Equipment -Give Is a Trial
BENNETT ELECTRIC CO.
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WHEN DINING OUT
DROP IN AT
SMITH'S NEW CAFE
Delicious home-cooked meals, appetizingly scrsed
Open Day and Night — Phone 172
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i.t AIRING AND SUPPLIES
BEST KENTUCKY COAL
TELEPHONE 702 109 PLAIN Sr.
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A Quiz With
All8Wurtt Offoi iflq
Information On
Various S ubjer
1. Ilew many Lai 1.11•1* 1.4ii
lilt. tillife 111 the World"
2. Hew much geld hart heen
!liken 'tit of Ala Ica?
Velait is the lungest telepliene
dl that van be made within the
leucite s icC the United Stelae?
4. Is alreatiaiiiing Of railroad
trnins a recent development?
5. What email; y im the largest
art r of radium'
G. What city was known as the
city (if %/it/MIMI I'llinifir`r0
7. 11•Iiiit beiaime (if the alive'.
bullet east by liritish spies fur
isaI ma; noes:sages during the
Itusa ,lutiatiary war?
a I,. wonian's basal ever used
; I aed tratisfuseins"
a la , [ace horaes which unseat
II Iieers ever iiIiI,,li the ceuratt
10. Is II IV. meat talible?
.arisaers
• I. Their. ni 1. 
-axty and
re-verity in active alma:alum
2. Since the discovery ef geld in.
Alaska, in lege, the territory haa
O pretties:al mew than 1.434,765am
in gold, %%Atli tiearly twiathirda of
this from plar•er mine,.
1. ll'he lengeat telephene
cell in the United at,ita , falai
1 astport, MI. , , a
nelanci• of 2.'117 online miles.
4 't!it., Ii II II' II railaay taiins
Id Ia.-lea:0 sal.eil ar. aeilerally re-
44 Filet Crocheted
Squares Elegant
• • dri
•
Elegance without extravagance!
* It's years in this filet lace spread,
which :aluires only humble string
for no aialarig. See hew beauti-
fully • 10 inch companion
squat C are made to contrast? If
yeti prefer, but one square Ilia,
be used and repeated throughout.
You'll ae overjoyed to find both
squares so easy! In pattern 5815
oi.t will find instructions and
harts for making the squares
Flamm; an illustration of them and
of the stitches used; material re-
amrements.
To obtain this pattern send 15
rents in stamps or coins (coins
preferred) to The Sewing Circle
Ilouschold Arts Dept., 259 W.
aa:urteenth St., New York. N. 'Y
rei eta iievelopmeni,
hut ill 19011 M atteamhovil "Adams
lit'indsphttet'' tram lilt till. hilt I•
II 1111' ilild 0/1111 ill t al111.11 a speed
of 85 aides an hour in tests.
5. The Ittuted Stetes IS the
wiirld's largest consumer (if ra-
dium. liuring the lust fifteen
years, this country has imported
$10,000.000 worth of the nimetal
element.
0. In the middle id the Eight-
eenth is ntury SulTiiik, had a
building beem, illili, (kir hi tett,
seercity (if 111:1415,
1111111111iy:3 of W11111, 111111 became
famous as the city of wooden
chimneys.
7. It has recently berm pilaf:Med
te the Fiat Ticonderoga must-urn.
It %vas taken filial II Britiali spy,
V.110 had swallewett it whet'
to
‘Voineri sena-times give Wow,
for tranafusion. Ueuelly men deii.
ors are available wile have better
blood supply and stronger etardi-
hitions and are more :Ode to fur-
/11:11 I' IS foi
Inr as the loha,d itself is concern, I
• ..hy the Wood of v:1,111011 ShOimiht
hi it hit iiSiSt
it. This frequently happens. In
tilt' recent Grand National, the
great sweepstaikes rare, twenty-
seven riders were unseated and
twu riderlesa horaes Mashed the
comae, taking the dillicult jumps.
Ono of them, lirim, CarIlli in Si'''.
end but did riet figure in the Win-
nings as a riderless horse us auto-
matically disqualified.
10. It ran be eaten. Many wan
have eaten cam: say that tri fleah
conipares favorably with that of
birda known as ganie specuteaThe
flesh is dark and firm, smular to
the pigeen's in texture.
To Women:
It ill III tul,t. note. of 4
soul hod out
yolif. you stiffer PrOrl month Inn OW.4
i hothor wit hciwitt
Functional 1,51115 fo.honation
hare, In natio, wane twon
eage,1 lit 4 'aril'''. Anil 9111.11/• Mill.
tintrit1011 (iater nonristimenf)
taken uway water-net strerigth, Car-
lini has been found to Incteas.
appetite, Improve digestion and to that
wa) help to build up 14,0 cr1 ir
to certain uitelesr aufTertria 1Where Carr.
dui Lola to brrieflt. • ul,SIJIT41 ;AN swim./
Ask your ortiegtat for C•iiidut - &pro.
tiOtitit e•,1 •
9114 compol
at Si. .264a4
VA' Intuov
nir i. ScUll
talc iwth, radio, alpi (PI hal In1111CIIMITAS.
50` 7.tofallrese.nse.,T.S0",1,•.•
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Hot Weather is Here-
Beware of Biliousness!
Have you ever noticed that in
very hot weather your organs of
cheestion and elimination seem to
become torpid or lazy? Your food
sours. forms gas, causes belching,
heartburn, and a feeling of rest-
lessness and irritability. Perhaps
you may have sick headache.
nausaa and dizziness or blind
spells on suddenly rising. Your
tonaue may be coated, your com-
plexion bilious and your bowel
actions sluggish or Insufficient.
Tese are some of the move
common symptoms or warnines of
biliousness or so-callid "torpid
liver." so prevalent in hot climates.
Don't neglect them. Take Cabo-
tabs, the Improved calomel cam-
pound tablets that give you the
effects of calomel and salts. com-
bined. You will be deliehted with
the prompt relief they afford.
Trial package ten cents, family
pkg. twenty-five cts. At drag
stores. (Adv.)
Your Appraisal I:fleet of Art
Make light of yourself and you Art is of no account whatei er
S in hi• ethers.-Japa-; unless it arouses thought or at
least emotion.
Limited View Regretful Omission
F. ogs in the well are ignorant Almost every time one neglects
of the occan.-Japaneae Preverb. to employ politeness, he regrets it.
rWHY DOES HARRY SAYMY 51W LIPSTICK IS
t MI A PE-NO
JAR RING?
(I KNOW! IT GOES ONEASILY AND COMESOFF EASIER.
PE-B.0 EDGE
 ialp JAR RUBBERS
If your dealer cannot
supply you, send 20c
with your dealer's
name for a Trial
Package o14$ genu-
ine Pe-Ko I., Ring
wilt prepaid.
United States Rubber Company
' ._ •ioario Illybberi/odyth 1.1 *coo 60111, 1790 11.onseror Not te,li
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The
GARDEN
MURDER
CASE
by
I.$. VAN DINE
(..•1 Vim I.4tte
lit VI
I(5-
''Vs, yes. • I understand. And
I want to hear inure about this af-
fair." TM: tensioa HI his voice wee
patent. "Fieyil told tne that Woode'H
death had all the appearanct• of hill-
vide, but that you do net accept
II at conclumem. Would it be ask lug
too much if I requested further de-
tails with aegard to your attitude
in this respect?"
"There can be no doubt, sir,"
Vance returned quietly, -that year
nephew was no There are
too many indicat, ns that contra-
dict the theory of suicide. But it
would be inadvisable, as well as
wineceeeay. to go into details at
the moment. Our investigatein has
just begun. By the by, doctor, may
aak what detained you this after-
noon? --I gathered from your son
that you usually return home long
before this time on Saturdays."
''Of course, you may,' the man
replied with seeming frankness; but
there was a startled look in his
eyes as he gazed at Vance. "I
had some ebscure data to look up
before I tould continue with an ex-
periment lan making; and I thought
today would be an excellent time
to do it, since I close the laboratory
arid let my assistants go on Satur-
day afternoons."
"And where were you, doctor,"
Vance went on, "betaeen the tune
you left the laboraery and the time
of ynur arrival here?"
"To he quite specific," Professor
Garden answered, "I left the
versay at about two and went to t•
public library where I remain., :
until half an hour ago. Then I took
a cab and came directly home."
"You went to the library alone?"
asked Vance.
-Naturally I went alone," the pro-
fessor answered tartly. "I den't
take assistants with me when I
have research work to do."
"My dear doctor!" Saill Var.,
placatingly. "A serious crime has
been committed in your home, and
it is (a:sena:al that we know-as a
matter of routine-the whereabouts
of the various persons in any way
connected with the unfortunate situ-
atien."
"I see what you mean."
"I am glad you appreciate cur
difficulties,- Vance said, "and I
trust you will be equally consid-
erate when I ask you just what was
the relationship between you and
your nephew?"
The man turned slowly and leaned
against the broad sill.
"We were very close," he an-
swered without hesitation or resent-
ment. "Both my wife and I have
regarded Woode almost as a son,
since his parents died. lie was not
a strong person morally, and he
needed both spiritual and ma!erial
assistance. Perhaps because of this
fundamental weakness in his na-
ture, Sec have been more lenient
with him than with our own son."
CHAPTER VII
Vance nodded with understanding.
''That being the case. I presume
that you and Mrs. Garden have pro-
vided for young Swift in your wills."
"That is true." Professor Gar-
den answered after a slight pause.
-We have, as a matter of fact.
made Woode and our son equal
beneficiaries."
"Has your son," asked Vance,
"any income of his own?"
"None whatever." the professor
told him. "He has made a little
money here and there, on various
enterprises-largely connected with
sports-but he is entirely dependent
on the allowance my wife and I
give him. It's a very liberal one-
too liberal, perhaps, judged by con-
ventional standards. But I see no
reason not to indulge the boy. It
isn't his fault that he hasn't the
temperament for a professional ca-
reer, and has no flair for business."
"A very liberal attitude. Doctor,"
Vance murmured: "especially for
one who is himself so wholehearted-
ly devoted to the more serious
things of life as you are . . But
what of Swift: did he have an in-
dependent income?"
"His father," the professor ex-
plained. "left him a very comfort-
able amount; but I imagine he
squandered it or gambled most of it
aWay.-
"There's one more question,"
Vance continued, "that I'd like to
ask you in connection with your
will and Mrs. Garden's' were your
son and nephew aware of the dispo-
sition of the estate?"
"I couldn't say. It's quite possi-
ble they eery. Neither Mrs. Gar-
den nor I have regarded the subject
as a secret . . . But what, may I
ask," - Professor Garden gave
Vance a puzzled look-"has this to
do with the present terrible sitaa-
tion?"
"I'm sure I haven't the remotest
Vance's keen regard showed nei-
ther the sympathy her pompous re-
cital called for, nor the cynicism
which I knew he felt.
"Sad-very sad." he mumbled.
Miss Weatherby jerked her head
up end her eyes (balled.
-I came up here to see if it were
pesaible that Cecil coult have done
this thing. I came up in the cauae
Of justice!"
"Very accommedatina" Vance'a
Fingering the canaccang tames for a manner had suddenly change:I
moment. he looked an at Vance with "We're most appreciative. and al
an expression of «mtenipt that sort of thing. But I must in-
"You can't expect the buzzer to sase don't y' know. that You return
work when the a ires Oufut connect-
ed." he commented.
Vance became suddenly interest-
ed. Adjusting his monocle, he knelt
down and looked at the boa.
"They're both disconnected-eh,
what"a he remarked.
Two men were in love with ths
Sarre girl but still remained Arm
friends. Her ause there was a
blonde between them?
1111oW POETH
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fr'fe)
Teacher -Now, children, nine'
we have described what trees,
flowers end pilot i re, who can
tell me in his own words what
gr ass is?
Small Boy -I can. Teacher.
Great; is whiaktrs on tr., .1 in
--------
enmethina wrong!
A aidy with a huge briv.'n paper
parcel came Out of a
establishment. She vat- airaausly
angry anal said to the tram(' await-
ing her: "Calls himself a chiropo-
liat and carat raidff a dog!"-
Montreal Daily Star.
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Viim p admitted frankly
"Ian merely mobile found Ill the
dark, in the hope of Malin' soine
email ray of light."
Ilesinessey, the detective whom
laid ordered to remain on
guard below, COMP lumbering up
the pessageway to the study.
'"I'llerit's a guy downstairs, Ser-
geant," lie reported, "who says he's
from the telt:pleat, company and
has got to fix • loll or eernetliiia.
He's fuastal around downstairs und
couldn't find unything wrong there."
Heath shrugged and looked in-
quiringly at Vatice.
"It's quite all right, Ilennesaey,"
Vance told the detective. "Let him
come up."
Hennessey saluted half-heartedly
and went out.
"You know, Markham." Vance
said, "I wish this !eternal butter
hadn't gone out of order at just
this time. I akrominata coinci-
dences-"
"Do you mean." Professor Gar-
den interrupted, "that interalanniu-
nicating buzzer beteeen here and
the den downstairs? . . . It was
working all right this niorning-
Sneed aurnmoned rue to breakfast
with it 118
"Yr'S, yes," nodded Vence.
'"I'llat's just it. It evideritly ceesed
functioning after you had gone out.
The nurse discovered it and report-
ed it to Sneed who called up the
telephone cornpaily."
"It's nut of any importance," the
professor returned with a lacka-
daisical gesture of his hand. "It's
a convenience, hoaavec, and saves
many trips up and down the stairs."
"We may as well let the man
attend to it, since he's here. It
won't disturb us." Vance stooe up.
"Arid I say, doctor, would you mind
joining the others downstairs? We'll
Ice down presently, too."
The professor inclined his head in
silent acquiescence and, without a
word, went from the room.
l'resently a tall, pale, youthful
man appeared at the door to the
Men the Filial 1V1' 114111 0 al SCCIIIIIVCIV,I
VII ('44
Suddenly he stepped to one Nide
behind the drape: les arid victualled
down, his eyes peering out cautious-
ly into the gerden lie raised a
warning hand to us to keep back out
of sight.
"Deuced queer," he reed tensely. ,- .
"That gate 111 the far end of the
fence is slowly opeinag . . e. Oh, my Jack- Who esPeililveldnithe mustard
1111111 !" AIld he swung swiftly into in this waffle, dear?
the passageway leading to Uw gar- Wife--Oh. Jack, how could you?
den, beckoning to us to follow.
This is km" ine'Vance maui past the covered body 
of Swift on the settee, and crossed
to the garden gate. As he reached
it he was confrunted by the haughty
and majestic figure of Madge Weath-
erby. Evidently her intention Wad
to step into the garden, but She
drew hack abruptly when she saw
us Our prerience, however, avermal
neither to surprise nor to embarrass
her.
'Charmin' of you to come up, ,
Miss Weatherby," said Vence. "But
I gave lintels that everyone was to
reinsert downstairs.''
"I had a right to come here!"
she returaed, drawing herself up
with almost regal dignity.
"Ali!" murmured Verce. "Yes, of
coarse. It might be, don't y' know.
But would yea mind expla ?"
"NOt at ell. I wished to ascertain
if he could ha VI' done it."
"And who," risked Vance, "is this
myaterioura 
"Who?" she repeated, throwing
her Maid back sarcastically. "Why,
Cecil lemma"
Vance•s eyelids drooped, and he
studied the woman narrowly for a
brief moment. Then he said lightly:
"Most interestire. But let that
wait a moment. How did you get up
here?"
"'Diet was very simple. I pre-
tended to Le faint and told your min-
ion I was geing into the butler'
pantry to get a drink of water.
went out through the pantry doa,
into the public hallway, came up the
main stairs, and out on this tt t-
race."
"But hew dtd you know that ye
Ort, could reach the garden by tha
route?"
"I didn't know." She smiled eno;
matically. "I was merely rector,
metering. I was anxious to prove
to myself that Cecil Kroon could
have shot poor Woody."
"And are you satisfied that he
could have" asked Vance quietly.
"Oh, yes," the woman replied
with bitterness. "Beyond a doubt.
I've known for a long time that
Cecil would kill him sooner or later.
And I was quite certain when you
atad that Woody had been murdered
that Cecil had done it. But I did not
understand hew he could have got-
ten up here, after leaving us thy
afternoon. Se I endeavored to fin,:
out."
-And why. rimy I ask." aald
Vance. "would Mr. Kroon desire to
diaruse of Swift?"
The woman clasped her hands Oa
etrically against her breast.
"Cecil was jealous -- frightful'
jealous. Ile's madly in love wa
me, lie has tortured nip with 1.
attentions . . ." One of her hand
went to her forehead in a gesture
it.- I es Peering Caatieusly Into &secretion. "There has been r • -
the Garden. mg I could do. And when he learra-1
that I cared for Woody, he became
study'. He carried a small Hack desperate. Ile threatened me."
tool kit.
"I 5'. (IS sent here to look over a
butter.a he announced eat': surly
indiflerenee. "I didn't find the trau-
ble doe nstairs."
"Mayae the dieiculty is at this
end." suggested Vance. "There's
the taizzor behind the desk."
The wan went over to it, opened
his case of tools and, taking out a
flashlight and a small screw-driver,
rcniovera the outer shell of the box.
downstairs and wait there with the
others. .And you will be so good as
to come through the garden and go
down the apartment stairs."
He seas brutally matter-of-fact as
he drew the gate shut and directed
the woman to the passagewae door.
"Sure teey are." the man grum- She asaliated a moment and then
bled. -And it don't look to me followed his indicatira finger.
like they worked themselves loose, When we were back in the study
either." Vance sank into a chair and yawned.
"You think they were deliberately "My word!" he complained. "The
disconnected'!" asked Vance. case us difficult enough without these
"Well. it looks that way." The amateur theatricals "
man was busy reconnecting the Markham, I could see. had been
wires. "Both screws are loose, and both impressed and puzzled by the
the wires aren't bent--they look like incident,
they been pulled out." "Maybe it's not all dramatics."
"That's most interestina" Vance he suggested. "The woman made
stood up. and returned the monocle
to his pocket meditatively. "It might
i be, of course. But I can't see why
anyone should have done it ... Sor-
ry for your trouble."
"Oh. that's all in the day's work,"
the man muttered, readjusting the
cover of the box. "I wish all my
jabs were as easy as this one." Aft-
er a few moments he stood up,
"Let's see if the buzzer will work
now, Any one downstairs
answer if I press this?"
"I'll take care of that," Beath in-
terposed, and turned to Snitkia.
"Hop down to thy den, and if you
hear the buzzer down there, ring
back."
Statical hurried out. lira a few
moments later, ','hen the button
was pressed. there came two short
answering signals.
"It's all right now, • the repair
man said, packing up his tools and
going toward the door. "So long."
And he disappeared down the pas-
sageway.
Vance smoked for a moment in ;
silence, looking down at the floor.
"I don't know, Markham. It's
dashed rnystafyina But I have a
maim) that the same peisou who
some very definite statements.•'
"Oh. yes, She would. She's the
type." Vance took out his ciga
rette case. "Definite statements,
yes. And misleadina Really, y•know.
I don't for a moment believe she re-
gards Kroon as the culprit.•'
"But she certainly has something
on her mind.- protested Markham.
110 111: CONTINUED)
Sermons in Stone
In the Regional Museum in Aber-
deen, Scotland, are many sermons
exhibited in stone. These sermons
are gathered from all over the Brit-
ish Isles, particularly Scotland, and
represent both social and natural
history, and are more impressive
than textbooks. As an illustration.
Carlyle's life is not only exhibited
by his library of books, but from
scenes associated with his life from
his castle visits to his fishing
haunts. Axe weapons, eindmills
and other paraphernalia of man's
early history in Scotland are shown
as processes of evolution. Geologic-
al specimens are shown amid flow.
ems. fishes and birds and give a
natural setting to the scene seldom
witnessed in conajoietion.
rlf
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; Modern-to-the-Minute
************
* :* In as Much as Young Man
*
* STAR* i Qualified for Job, He Got It** DUST* ** ..w..,,,- ,.„uir,rd the man in the features of Gothic architecture'!"* 
* swivel chair as the Neventy-fourth "Pointed arches, vertical lie-
* Movie • Radio ** * applicant of the day strode into cent, skeletonal framework withhis office, "have you had a thor• mead wall space and large win-* * ou*** By VIRGINIA VALE*** 
"Yes, 
etIlivialiiii III art"" don's. Thiscontrasts with the
'Y sir," answered the young Romanesque where "
PP confidently. "I have." "Whoa. Whoa. That's enough.VIVI': small boys have ju . 14st .,, 1 IN i in i;“. i . ,I airope. And you'd be able to explain re-! i about disrupted Hollywood. , 
-yes. Four years at the Beaux productions of great painters to
inquiring visitors?"
They are the youngsters who Arts."
played on the stage in New York 1 "And you're sure you could "Certainly. The perspective of
in "Dead End" and who now "Hie thilitigh this place Fahriano, the power and religious()ttI'Iit ISare in Hollywood playing the 
"Yes, I .am sure."
same roles in the picture. "Well, we shall see. What were
They don't like Hollywood. they the three Greek orders?"
think acting in movies is pretty silly, "Ionic. Corinthian and Doric."
and their complete lack of rever- "Good! What are the outstanding
ence for glamorous stars frequently
makes the girls furious te• tearful.
Gne of them will go up to n famous
star, and out of kindness let us call
her "Miss X," and say politely. "Is
it true that you get paid two thou-
sand dollars a week" At her nod
of assent, the little tough will look
her over critically front head to
foot, and say "But why'!"
when you step forth in this frock. sis
So simple is its technique-I f
merely a deftly designed feminine
jabot, softly draped contours, and
a meticulously slender Mott- .yet
v so effective. It will thrill you in
marquisette chiffon or lace, and
it will keep you deliciously cool.
Snappy for Sports.
Play the net ,r the grandstand
in the sports thasss at the right
and feel perrectly confident in any
and a mediocre wardrobe for :iou event. Toefe isn't one among us
nho hasn t a real yen for athis summer. Sew-Your-Ow n
streamlined all-of-a-piece sports-wants to help you look your best,
ter that's on. and off in a jiffy.
ute, and therefore is anxious and
to stamp you modern-to-the-nun-
launders easily, and conies up
smiling time after time. You canproud to present today's trio.
concoct something clever of seer-A Two Piecer for Chic. 
sucker or ',Noe and complete thelf he tells you you're just a nice whole thing in aninfterna(un. ‘Vhst
armful you are the right size and not order )our sire today a n dtype to wear the blouse 'n skirt have all-summer benefit of a real.ithewn above, left. The waistcoat
Idea is very much the thing in
bkiuses. The skirt is terribly
young and figure flattering. What
more could any little heart
AS RIGHT as rain, and as cool-ing, are these clever young
modes for the woman who sews.
Each is simple to make, ploasant
to wear, and may possibly be the
difference between a modern
ly companionable sptdts dress'
The Patterns.
Pattern is for si7es 14 to 42
Size 16 requires 2'4 yards of 39
desire? You can have this smart 
inch material for the blouse. 2'4
ensemble for a song and a mini- yards for the skirt.
mufti of stitches. Think of the
PaDern 1286 is for sizes 36 to
48. Size 38 requires 43e yards ofcountless s u inni e r occasions
39 ahead that all but specify this 
inch material.
ery outfit. Pattern 1915 is for sizes 14 tov 
42. Size 16 requires yards ofYou should sue for slander any. 
inch material plus 31a yards ofone who calls you a Smart Matron
bias balding to finish edges aswhen you don this gratifying new 
pictured. 
your
 
S
fashion (above center). You step
into an entirely new size range
Circle Pattern Dept.. Room 1020.
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill.
Price of patterns, 15 cents on
coins) each.
r Bea S)ndacate -WHILY Service.
!OF EN TO1
Pit HOUSEWIFE 
Washing Linoleum. - Oilcloth
and linoleum will dry with a
brighter finish if a lump of sugar
is dissolved in the scrubbing
water.
• • •
Cleaning Silver.-Moist salt will
remove egg tarnish from silver. •
• • •
Ohilling Canned Fruits.-Before
placing canned fruits in the refrig-
'crater to chill remove the paper 1
which acts :is an insulator.
• . •
Removing Spots From Tlle -
tepets car: he romo...e.1
tile
rette ,:id t!o-n
nic::‘ter:cd , 
• • •
Clearing t h e Atmosphere.-
Born a ,', iraps . s a
bit el for a qa.c .s scliy of
c:ear.ng :moll of st..:e
cut cf a room.
!Snouted:ft
' Knowledo ic..c.,, .
bring, comfort. saves lives.
spreads beauty within tile re .
of the poorest "-Rupert Roo'
_ _
"This Is My Affair," a Twentieth
Century,Fox picture, has Barbara
Stanwyck and Itob-
ert Taylor ..s its
stars, which is
enough to cause a
stampede at the
box office any time,
hut in addition this
has some gripping
historical scenes. It
must be thrilling
•
enough to the old
folks who can re-
member Teddy
Roosevelt and Ad-
miral Dewey to see
them represented on the screen, Ina
for those to whom these two great
historical figures are just a legend,
it is downright throat-choking. Bar-
bara, as usual, gives a beautifully
sincere and moving performance.
As for Taylor, he is his usual charm-
ing self.
Barbara
Stanwyek
__a
If you like Navy pictures %with lots
of cold braid, humming entities,
wonderful marine views, and ter
rifle drama, there in "Wings Over
Honolulu" for you. It is a l'niver-
sal picture viith Wendy Barrie, Ray
Milland, and Bill Gargan and it is
so eliciting that I just had to stay
and see it a second time and any
day now I may go back again.
-a-
Incidentally, Bill Gargan is now
making a picture on the Universal
lot called -Reporter Missing" and
he has been taking the thrills of the
picture so seriously, that when a
burglar-alarm salesman walked in-
to his house he found Bill a willing
customer. Bill had an electric- eye
also installed so that anyone enter-
ing the house in the dark late at
night would pass rt and set gongs
and bells to ringing an alarm
Any week now Don Wilson may
have to break down and sing a few
soncs on the Jack Benny radio pro-
gram. When Jack had to how out
of his u•ual Sunday night radio
appearance because of nu. Wilsun•titibed for him and threatened
to 'inc. Phil Harris. Kenny Baker
and the rest implored him not to-
and 3 lest dais later protest' tit the
bushel poured in from Detroit Its
teners. They didn't realire it n asGive some thought all kiddins and the% resented it.
They remember. 5,11 see. that DoeIt bison used to Sine ith a sot it
true at is le-troot st. Infirm anti the•
ot. St a 1.0. knew that he has a gziornius. Vol( e.
) I flesoot a
c-rs-
We, rehaide. It !lot
stonisch hut 1-14 is as the biasss issa
relliolnz constipation
need a lasstivo rssa
:
to the Laxative you take
• • •
Frying Doughnuts. - To keep BLACK-DRAUGHTdoughnuts from absorbing Is,
much of the fat in which ti s
are fried. put a drop or two f
vinegar in the dough when mixing Our Faults
the ingredients We should correct our own
• • • faults by seeing how unconiely
Washing Woolens.-Rinse wool_ they appear in others.-Beaumont,
ens in warm water to which a lit-
tle olive oil has been added. This
helps to keep them soft.
• • •
Quick Mayonnaise.-The yellow
part of an egg is thoroughly beat-
en up with a teaspoon saneizar
Add some salt and pepper. Pour
oil over it and whip the mixture
thoroughly. Then add two des-
sertspeens of vinegar and one
tablespoon trolling water. Pleasure and Happiness
• • • Pleasure can be supported try
Barbecued Hama,-Pry the re- illusion. Hall" uPon
quired number of thin ham slices troth,
from a left-ever boiled ham. Ar- -
range them in a serving dish, and M
OROLI NEpour the following sauce o\ •
them: add to the ham fat in
frying pan a teaspoonful of made LARGE JARS Se loara/0..
mustard, half a teaspoonful sugar, 
three tablespoonfuls vinegar and
a tablespoonful of red currant jel- Great Courage
It Lc in great danger that wely. Warm all tbe ingredients up
see great eourage •-Regnard.together, sprinkle with paprika
(optional) and peas over the ham
• • •
Rice. Scrambled Lege. Cheese
- Have ready a .),,rtior of r
(tit-sled) in a dish Make sonic
serairisled eggs to which cheese
has been added Place the mix•
tune in the center of the dish and
sprinkle a little t7liepeted oe.rsley
over the top Serve piping hot.
ATIII Service.
Vie ei.ee.ly mind ,•tTeettre action roe l'rver •
"lam! ha.a 11.1 ealiollt. IF-, s•li
• .1s
OrPeer 's
Vermifu
TIMMS, 141100., 1111 Ch.14 Mimeo. T
',4 1,en Fred Asta:to goes off ife
r for the summer. Trudy Wcsete
tits singing partnet. will stay en
with the new program, which in-
cludes barytone Jimmy Blair and
a sixteen-voice rhythm choir. Trudy
is only twenty-one years old, so
you can't blame her for being so
happy she went hotre to sing and
shout for hours the day the con-
tract was signed.
Gracie Allen has a perfectly won-
derful idea for raising a lot of ninn.
ey for charity She
wants to send her
husband. George
Burns. and his
aridge playing fro-
ales, Tony Mar-
tin, Bert Wheeler,
and Benny Rubin on
a tour of the coun-
try to stage bridge
games at public
She maintains that
they play the worst,
the loudest, and the
funniest bridge and that everyone
ought to have a chance to see and
hear them
_ • _
11/11/5 1.NI) ',NOS . . . Foie .,ho
errahl.le awl the tablecloths in the Para
nunant ai4un re.tagarnnt ere pinto r
thugs Are r•rar Jo, k debt row on
hick that Wars fat tragata.ne pm. 1351 •
low '.1,1hetiteirloth. room home to 11.ir on
fog table of the ameion IT hen Ibrk
Inran sm. tie en a nroo rontrwt and told
Ant he Wilt amiit se ringie,:t. Irem of
ern. min hie, tr., r open oil Cpro
Jot tiOn II, he .a..t.e.,1 to... foil, if tie rcirhin•i
make n V. Stern nolo and th•3 -10on't
onn Moon, Os hr • hop, ingroi /ant slat of the
hr.: Imbues!" hr tiVO adand, "No." he
ma. Nang in ride my Saris" . file
It", If allersna. danalairr. O hen he thank. vat
yerruie fan mai/ he is of000f 10 get
If. had to ens IS cream psi
same in 'brei Telk of Intr ..
• Western Si.. ',paper Unton..
GTRCI• Allen
fervor of Masaecio, the splendid
chiaroscuro of Leonardo, the re-
lentless realism of Rembrandt,
the brilliant color tones of Vero-
nese, born 1528, died-
"You'll do. Now go and get
.••••
To the Point
- - -
Even a glut(' le:40111(1011 nun .1
11:1V.` hack In one 111 It from
getting nobbly.
People whii want mine than
they maid his-u' the minda of
children
A skeptic is a fellow who de
liberately walks tinder a ladder
just to see if he Call IiIS
Ton Many 1111.it do 3
charitable act unless there Is
rnmiebody armee! to applaud
your overalls MC the,
proprietor of the Ducal Filling
Station. Int. , "and give that cus-
tomer out there a few gallon,' of
gas." - Parke Ciiiiiminga, in
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
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SEAT COVERS
eol• cool. clean an.1
fortably. t .ber .sh . ow-ors
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Pr IOUSANDS Said thAt tires could not St.lnd the tveritit
greateraspeed, urns in the trsk Ix o rep.ial with
granite-like surface, yet U'ilbur Shaw tiros e to sictorv
on I irestione(aum-Dipped Tire- c n ws sing .1 cle ros.-ord
IIot 
 i.`,8 Indus per hour on one of time hottest d
in the history of the Indianapolis track.
am
Think of the terrific impact on these tires .1C the
cars roared into the treacherous turns and out again.
Tons of force straining, pulling, and misting inside
the one yet not one cord looSentd. not one irc.Adiparatedfr9m the turd body-all because (Oon•Dipping, the
Firestone patented process, a.ccessitilly counteracted
the internal friction and heat that ordinarily destroy
tire lite.
You will never drive your ear at these record -breaking speeds, but tor the satety of yourself Andfamily sou need the safest, strongest and mostdependable tires. See your nearby Firestone Dealer
or Firestone Auto Supply and Service Store, join theFirestone SAVE A LIFE Campaign by equipping
sour ear with a set of new Firestone Gum-Dipped
Tires-the safest tires that money ran bus
DON'T RISK YOUR LIFE ON THIN WORN TIRES
N., • A( i.o Ilf r Its risk his lute And OWtus,s ot to•family knowingly on that worn tire..
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